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Abstract
Internet news and search sites often excerpt content from and link to competing news outlets. On the one hand, providing
outbound links can make the linking site more attractive, even to the point of stealing traffic from the linked sites. Regulatory
policy, such as the European Union’s Copyright Directive Article 15 taxing links, is predicated in part on this idea. On the other
hand, receiving inbound links can increase a linked site’s audience by informing readers about its news content that day. To
explore these opposing perspectives, the authors develop a dynamic learning model and fit it to browsing and link data from
celebrity news sites. They then simulate how banning links affects consumer browsing and find that linking increases celebrity
news consumption, especially among consumers who browse the least. On average, linking benefits both the linking and linked
sites. The authors estimate that exposure to a link increases the likelihood of visiting the linked site by .14%. This increase is
approximately three times the commonly reported click-through rate for paid display advertisements.
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On October 2, 2009, celebrity news website The Superficial

reported about homophobic comments rapper 50 Cent had

made about Kanye West. The Superficial’s article excerpted

content from and linked back to another news article—also

about West and 50 Cent—that was published at Celebuzz,

another celebrity news site. Thus, anyone who read The Super-

ficial’s article but had not yet visited Celebuzz would have

learned something about Celebuzz’s content that day. Impor-

tantly, this knowledge might have affected what these readers

chose to do next. Fans of rap music, for example, might have

been more likely to visit Celebuzz that day, whereas others

might have been less likely.1

Although this example comes from celebrity news (the

empirical context for this article), linking among news sites

is a key feature of internet news—of all types—that sets it apart

from print news. Links to other news sites provide information

about the linked sites’ content that consumers would otherwise

not observe. Thus, links play an important role in online news

consumption by helping readers locate interesting content (and

avoid uninteresting content) more efficiently.

The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of

how linking among internet news sites affects demand for

online news. We aim to measure how much the likelihood of

visiting a linked celebrity news site changes after encountering

a particular link, while accounting for the possibility that con-

sumers anticipate and value outbound links when choosing

which sites to visit. Motivated by recent regulatory initiatives,

such as Article 15 of the European Union (EU) Copyright

Directive—the so-called “link tax”—and legislation that led

to the withdrawal of Google News from Spain, we consider

the implications of a policy of banning links on the consump-

tion of online news. Implicit in these regulations is the belief

that links and excerpts are mostly harmful to news publishers.

The idea is that by appropriating content from linked sites,

linking sites steal audience share from the sites they link to,

thereby decreasing the linked sites’ traffic and advertising rev-

enues. However, because excerpts inform readers about the

linked sites’ content, they can potentially increase the linked

site’s audience and revenues. Google estimates that news
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excerpts in search results drive 8 billion clicks per month to

European publishers (Gingras 2019). We consider both per-

spectives about the effect of links on traffic and find evidence

that links to news sites can be more beneficial to the linked sites

than harmful. Quantification of these link effects is an impor-

tant first step in measuring the welfare effects of link taxes.

Throughout this study, we make a distinction between two

effects of linking on consumer demand for online news. One

effect arises after a consumer encounters a specific link and

learns about the linked site’s content on that particular day. We

refer to this learning as the “within-session” effect of linking,

as its influence on the consumer’s choices is confined to the

remainder of that day’s browsing session. The other effect

arises when a consumer, before visiting a site, assigns it a

higher value because the site tends to provide useful links.

We refer to this enhanced value as the “across-session” effect,

because the higher value (1) depends on the consumer’s knowl-

edge of sites’ long-run average content and linking behaviors

and (2) affects which sites consumers tend to visit in the early

steps of all browsing sessions.

We measure both of these effects and further assess the net

impact of banning links on (1) total traffic at the linking and

linked sites, (2) the frequency with which consumers browse

for news, and (3) the number of sites consumers visit in each

session. These insights are relevant to (1) content producers,

who need to know how linking affects their traffic (and, thus,

advertising revenue); (2) policy makers such as the EU, who

need to understand how excerpting affects consumer demand

for news; and (3) advertisers, who need to know how changes

in linking affect the reach and frequency of ads running on

multiple sites.

We consider the effects of linking on consumers and news

sites by developing and estimating a structural model of

demand for online news. The structural approach enables us

to assess a counterfactual policy of banning links prospectively,

rather than waiting to observe such a policy in data. The struc-

tural approach also facilitates a decomposition of linking

effects into the within- and across-session effects just

described. The combination of these effects can be either pos-

itive or negative for the linked sites. Thus, this decomposition

of link effects both motivates and enriches the counterfactual

policy analysis.

At its core, our model describes sequential news consump-

tion with learning among consumers with heterogeneous

opportunity costs from browsing and horizontal tastes for news

(the latter means, for example, that some readers might enjoy

reading about Kanye West, but others might not). A consu-

mer’s utility from reading a site’s content depends on the con-

sumer’s match with what the site published that day. Due to the

nature of news, consumers are ex ante uncertain about what

each site has published each day. Therefore, at the start of each

browsing session, consumers are uncertain about their horizon-

tal match with each site that day.

Each link provides a signal about consumers’ (heteroge-

neous) horizontal match utilities with the linked site’s content

on that day. Because these links are informative about daily

variation in horizontal match, their within-session effect can be

to increase the likelihood of visiting the linked site for some

consumers and decrease it for others. In both cases, encounter-

ing a link lowers uncertainty and, thus, (on average) leads to

better browsing choices later in the session. We consider a

model with forward-looking individuals and contrast this

model with one in which consumers are not forward looking.

Forward-looking consumers anticipate that encountering links

will decrease their uncertainty about their daily match with the

linked sites. This anticipation is the source of the across-session

effect, whereby forward-looking consumers place a higher

expected value on sites that frequently link to others. We show

that this higher valuation can lead to higher traffic for the

linking site, but either higher or lower traffic at the linked site.

Because the net impact of linking on site traffic depends

crucially on the particulars of a news ecosystem, the question

of whether links are beneficial or not is fundamentally empiri-

cal. We conduct such an empirical analysis using internet panel

data describing browsing at five celebrity news sites, which we

augment with data describing the daily news content and links

published at those sites. Preliminary analysis of the raw brows-

ing and link data shows that for more than half of the panelists,

the likelihood of visiting a site is lower after encountering a

link to that site. This outcome is consistent with our modeling

framework, which allows the within-session effect of observing

a link to either increase or a decrease this likelihood. When the

baseline probability of visiting a site is already low, this prob-

ability can increase much more than it can decrease due to a

floor effect. For this reason, the aggregate effect of encounter-

ing a link (averaged across panelists) in the raw data is positive.

To assess how banning links affects browsing, we first fit the

data to our structural model, and subsequently use the estimates

for counterfactual simulations. The model estimates provide a

view into how these celebrity news sites differentiate from one

another, both vertically and horizontally. The results also

underscore the importance of links to the consumers who visit

these news sites. In this empirical setting, encountering a link

lowers consumers’ uncertainty about their daily match with the

excerpted site by approximately 6%. The results further show

that consumers value this reduced uncertainty and thus find

sites that provide outbound links more attractive. In total, link-

ing raises the value of reading celebrity news.

Although the data reflect choices made on days when sites

both linked and did not link to each other, browsing on days

without links occurred in a world where linking was allowed

(meaning consumers could anticipate the possibility of finding

links). Estimating a structural model thus allows us to consider

a counterfactual policy of banning links that is not observed in

the data. These results show that among these news sites, the

total effect of linking is positive for both consumers and

the sites. Compared with a counterfactual without linking, the

median consumer visits :54% more sites, and total traffic at the

five sites is between :01% and :18% higher. The benefits from

linking accrue to sites at different steps of consumers’ browsing

sessions. Due to the across-session effect, providing outbound

links helps some sites gain visitors early in consumers’
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browsing sessions. Due to the within-session effect, receiving

inbound links helps some sites gain visitors later in consumers’

browsing sessions. When we consider only individuals who

encountered links, we find exposure to those links adds :14%

to the probability of visiting the linked site—a 2:3% increase

over the baseline. This increase in visit probability may at first

appear small. However, compared against a relevant baseline

of click-through rates for display ads, which are often at or

below :05% (Chaffey 2017; Lambrecht and Tucker 2013;

Lewis, Rao, and Reiley 2011), the effect is substantial.2

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. First,

we discuss our study’s contribution in the context of the prior

literature. Next, we present the structural model and discuss its

main behavioral implications. We then describe our data, and

discuss issues related to estimation and model identification.

Finally, we present the model estimates and results of the coun-

terfactual simulations, before summarizing the implications

and limits of this study.

Contribution and Related Literature

This study builds on previous work in marketing and econom-

ics that has modeled internet browsing both at the aggregate

(Danaher 2007; Park and Fader 2004) and individual levels

(Goldfarb 2002; Johnson et al. 2004; Lee, Zufryden, and Drèze

2003). Among these studies, our model is most similar to that

of Goldfarb (2002). We describe utility-maximizing individu-

als choosing which site to visit next, in consideration of their

past browsing decisions and any outbound links they expect to

encounter. In our model, however, encountering outbound

links does not generate utility per se. Instead, such a link pro-

vides the consumer with a positive or negative signal about the

linked site’s content. Thus, in our model, outbound links make

the linking site more attractive because they help consumers

make better browsing choices later in the session. Moreover,

the extent of this increased attractiveness varies across consu-

mers depending on (1) the set of sites that are typically linked

and (2) consumers’ average preferences for those sites.

Although our study focuses on the demand implications of

linking, this study is also related to previous theoretical work

that has considered the process by which sites link to one

another (Dellarocas, Katona, and Rand 2013; Jeon and Nasr

2016; Katona and Sarvary 2008; Mayzlin and Yoganarasimhan

2012). This work shows how links can play an important role in

helping uninformed consumers discover new sites and learn

about their typical news content. In equilibrium, sites end up

serving a mix of experienced consumers—those who already

know about the sites’ typical content and outbound linking

decisions—and inexperienced consumers—those who are as

of yet uninformed about these. We do not model such a process

of site discovery. Rather, we condition on its outcome—the

content and links observed in our data—and estimate their

effects on experienced consumers’ demand for news sites.

Our model is grounded in the consumer learning literature in

marketing (Ching, Erdem, and Keane 2013; Ching, Erdem, and

Keane 2017; Erdem and Keane 1996). In our model, consumers

sequentially choose which site to visit next in the current

browsing session. This choice is made with uncertainty about

the news content at each site. However, with each site visit,

there is the potential to observe outbound links, and thereby

obtain signals about the consumption utility from other sites.

Our study is therefore related to previous work that has mod-

eled consumer learning about a good via advertising or infor-

mation spillovers from consuming related goods. Because our

empirical setting involves individuals consuming news content

that changes every day, we observe, for each consumer, mul-

tiple repetitions of a learning process that starts with the same

initial condition (not having read the news yet).

We make two methodological contributions to the Bayesian

learning literature. The first of these is related to our model.

Although the main focus of our model is on consumers learning

about horizontally differentiated site content after observing

outbound links—and the Bayesian learning model we use to

capture these dynamics is standard in the literature (Ching,

Erdem, and Keane 2013)—there are other dynamics, also rel-

evant in a news consumption setting, that motivate a second

Bayesian learning process. Specifically, different news outlets

can publish the same basic news facts, but consumers only gain

utility from their first encounter with those facts. Thus, if two

sites publish many of the same news facts, the marginal utility

from the second site’s content will be lower after visiting the

first. Because the utilities from the two sites’ news content are

correlated, after visiting the first site, there is the potential for

Bayesian updating about the amount of unknown content that

remains at the second site. Thus, we augment the main model

(horizontal differentiation and linking) to include a vertical

dimension of utility with Bayesian learning based on the daily

volume of basic news facts published at each site. We first

conceptualize these news facts as distinct bits, each of which

represents a unique piece of information capable of generating

utility when first encountered (Allen 1983, 1986, 1990). Using

this foundation, we then consider how these bits are consumed

under uncertainty. The resulting Bayesian learning model is

novel to the consumer learning literature. We believe this

approach could be a useful basis for studying consumption

utility in the context of news and other information goods.

Moreover, this approach is general enough to be used to study

sequential choices over alternatives with correlated utilities in

other settings (e.g., retail store visits).

The second methodological contribution pertains to our esti-

mation procedure, which combines two advances from the

econometrics and statistics literatures, and provides a template

for efficient Bayesian estimation of single-agent dynamic dis-

crete choice models. Our approach to estimation is based pri-

marily on that of Imai, Jain, and Ching (2009, hereinafter IJC).

Compared with the standard nested fixed-point algorithm for

2 Estimates of advertising cost per thousand impressions on the internet vary

widely but are typically upwards of $.50 (Karlštrems 2019; Pratskevich 2018).

Using $.50 as a conservative estimate of the typical value a firm places on

promoting its content, the relative value of an inbound link could be upwards of

$.50(.14/.05) ¼ $1.40 per thousand impressions at the linking site.
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estimating dynamic discrete choice models (Aguirregabiria and

Mira 2010), IJC’s method requires significantly fewer compu-

tational resources (Ching, Imai, et al. 2012). Although IJC’s

computational advantages are great, the method still produces

samples that can be highly autocorrelated. Thus, we further

improve efficiency by using Girolami and Calderhead’s

(2011) full manifold Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm

(MMALA) to construct high-quality proposal distributions for

the Metropolis–Hastings accept/reject steps in the IJC algo-

rithm. This approach decreases autocorrelation in the resulting

sample chains and improves the rate of convergence to the

posterior distribution.

Finally, although limited in scope to the empirical setting of

celebrity news, our findings contribute to an emerging empiri-

cal literature that seeks to understand how the internet affects

news consumption (Flaxman, Goel, and Rao 2016; Gentzkow

and Shapiro 2008, 2011; Gentzkow, Shapiro, and Sinkinson

2011). Some of this work has looked at how large news aggre-

gators—Google News in particular—affect the amount of traf-

fic going to linked news sites (Athey, Mobius, and Pál 2017;

Calzada and Gil 2018; Chiou and Tucker 2017; George and

Hogendorn 2019; Majó-Vázquez, Cardenal, and González-

Bailón 2017; Posado de la Concha, Garcı́a, and Cobos 2015).

Studies in this literature typically exploit sudden changes in

Google News’s linking behavior due to market entry, copyright

lawsuits, or legislation. These studies have shown that the

aggregator’s outbound links can increase traffic to smaller or

more horizontally differentiated news publishers, while having

a less positive, or possibly negative, total effect on larger or

more mainstream news sites. As a pure news aggregator, Goo-

gle News does not create any news content of its own. By

contrast, the sites we consider primarily publish original celeb-

rity news while also excerpting from and linking back to one

another. Sites such as these generate a substantial portion, if not

the majority, of the links and excerpts most readers will

encounter when consuming news. We contribute to this litera-

ture by considering the impact of links originating from sites

that publish original news content, studying individual consu-

mers rather than aggregate traffic, structurally modeling the

entire news browsing sequence, assessing the separate effects

of linking within and across sessions, assessing how links affect

demand at different steps of the browsing session, and simulat-

ing a counterfactual policy of banning links.

Modeling Framework

A defining characteristic of news, whether online or offline, is

its uncertainty. Consumers do not know exactly what a news

site has published until after they visit the site and see its

content (otherwise, the content is not news to the consumer).

The importance of this point for understanding how links affect

news consumption is illustrated by the previous example of the

link to Celebuzz’s coverage of 50 Cent and Kanye West. A

consumer who likes reading about rap artists might have expe-

rienced higher-than-normal utility from visiting Celebuzz that

day, while a reader who dislikes rap artists might have

experienced lower-than-normal utility. In either case, the con-

sumer could not have anticipated this difference in utility

unless they knew something about Celebuzz’s coverage ahead

of time.

Links provide consumers with this type of knowledge. Any-

one who saw The Superficial’s article, which excerpted and

linked back to Celebuzz, would have learned something about

Celebuzz’s coverage that day. Thus, consumers who like

reading about rap artists might have been more likely to visit

Celebuzz after seeing the link. At the same time, not all con-

sumers want to read the same type of news. Thus, consumers

who dislike rap might have grown less likely to visit Celebuzz

after seeing the link.

This example highlights the core of our model. Consumers

have heterogeneous horizontal preferences for differentiated

news content, meaning that consumers differ in the type of con-

tent they like to read. Every day, sites publish new content,

leading to variation in and uncertainty about the horizontal util-

ity their readers will receive from reading that content. At the

start of each browsing session, consumers are initially unaware

of what each site has published. Yet as consumers encounter

links to sites they have not visited yet, that uncertainty is

reduced. This learning process takes place over the course of a

single browsing session and repeats each day starting with the

same initial information state (not knowing the news).

The model describes the choices made by experienced con-

sumers of online news. These consumers are certain about the

type of content sites tend to publish on average, but uncertain

about what those sites publish on any given day. We assume that

based on their past browsing, these experienced consumers

already know the sites’ stable, long-run average content beha-

viors. Specifically, they know which topics the sites typically

cover, as well as the frequency with which the sites link to each

other.

Previous studies have considered the processes by which

sites arrive at these stable, average content and linking beha-

viors, and consumers come to know them (Dellarocas, Katona,

and Rand 2013; Katona and Sarvary 2008; Mayzlin and Yoga-

narasimhan 2012). We do not model such a process but, rather,

assume it has already taken place. We condition on sites’ sup-

ply of content and links to model experienced consumers’

demand for these (we detail our identification strategy later).

To focus attention on the role of links, we first present a

model in which sites are only horizontally differentiated in

their news coverage. One site, for example, might focus on

news about the film industry, and another site on news about

reality television. Consumers who like films but dislike reality

TV would probably prefer the former over the latter, on aver-

age. We subsequently extend the model so that news sites are

vertically differentiated according to the amount of news facts

they publish.

Notation, Timing, and Period Utility

We present the model from the perspective of a single con-

sumer, bearing in mind that different consumers have different
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preferences for news. Every day, the consumer engages in a

browsing session, which is indexed d. By a “browsing session,”

we refer to the process of sequentially visiting zero or more

sites within a day (visiting zero sites means not browsing that

day). Figure 1 depicts the sequence of events within each

browsing session (Figure 1 includes notation that we explain

subsequently).

At each step of the browsing session, t ¼ 1, . . . , Td, the

consumer decides which site to visit next, if any (Figure 1,
�3). Visiting a site and viewing its content does two things:

(1) it provides utility to the consumer and (2) it changes the

consumer’s information set (Figure 1, �4). Consumers are

indexed with i and the sites with j. When discussing linking,

we sometimes refer to the linking site by the index j ¼ L, and

the site receiving the link by the index j ¼ R. The option j ¼ 0

denotes the option to end the browsing session. The set Jid1

contains the J sites under consideration, plus the option to end

the session.

We follow the literature on sequential browsing online and

assume that the consumer sees all available content at each site

visited, and therefore visits each at most once per session (Kim,

Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg 2010). This assumption

matches both the empirical context of celebrity news sites

(whose home pages display all content posted each day), and

choices observed in the estimation data (which we describe

subsequently). Thus, the consumer’s choice set, which is ini-

tially Jidt, is reduced to Jid tþ1 ¼ Jidt\j after visiting site j (Fig-

ure 1, �5). At each step t, the consumer must choose which

previously unvisited site to visit next, or whether to end the

session (Figure 1, �6). We denote by aidt the index of the option

j chosen by consumer i at step t of browsing session d.

The utility from visiting site j at step t of browsing session d

comprises three parts.

U ijdt¼ m ijd � g id þ e ijdt: ð1Þ

The first is mijd, denoting the horizontal match utility consumer

i gains from reading site j’s content on day d. This component

of utility is unknown to the consumer before visiting site j, as

we discuss next. The second component, gid>0, reflects the

opportunity cost of forgoing the outside alternative (not brows-

ing) in favor of reading celebrity news sites. We assume that gid

is known to the consumer, and constant throughout the brows-

ing session. In our empirical setting, we expect the incentive to

browse for celebrity news might differ between weekdays and

weekends or U.S. federal holidays (Columbus Day, Veterans

Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas). Thus, if day d falls on a

weekend or holiday, gid ¼ gi expðgwÞ, and otherwise gid ¼ gi.

The third component of utility is eijdt, which is idiosyncratic to

each consumer, site, and step of each browsing session. This

utility shock is private information learned just prior to the

decision at step t of the browsing session and is unobserved

by the researcher (Figure 1, �2). Ending the session (or not

starting a session in the first place) is an endogenous choice,

yielding net utility of Ui0dt ¼ ei0dt.

Apart from gid, which affects the overall value of browsing

relative to the outside option, the model does not include a day-

level component of utility that is a priori known to all consu-

mers. Common knowledge of such a component of utility,

when the good consumed is news, is difficult to justify, as the

day-level fixed effect would imply some foreknowledge of the

day’s news prior to visiting a news site to learn the day’s news.

Horizontal Match Utility from Content

The horizontal component of utility, mijd, arises from the match

between the site’s content on day d and the consumer’s prefer-

ences. Because news sites post new content every day, the

match utility provided to each consumer varies from session

to session. A site that typically posts news about film actors, for

example, might occasionally report on reality television. On

these occasions, a consumer who prefers film over reality TV

might experience lower utility from reading the site’s content.

Accordingly, the news events that take place each day, and

which of those events site j chooses to report, influence the

daily value of mijd.

Initial informa-
tion set, Iid0

1
Learn idt

2

Visit a site?

3

End of session d
6

Receive utility
Update information set, Iidt:
• Site visited, h
• Any links seen, n and s̄
• Number of bits seen, K

4

Unvisited
sites?

5

Initial informa-
tion set, Iid0

Learn idt
7

Set d = 1 Set t = 1 yes

no
no

yes
Set t = t + 1

Set d = d + 1

Set t = 1

Figure 1. Schematic representation of steps in browsing sessions.
Notes: (1) Prior to browsing on day d, the consumer’s information set is initialized to Iid0: none of the sites have been visited (h ¼ 0), and thus no links or bits of
news information have been observed (n¼ 0, �s ¼ 0, and K¼ 0). (2) Before making a decision at each step t the consumer receives private shocks to utility, Eidt. (3)
If the present value of expected utility is high enough, a site is visited. (4) Visiting a site reveals its content and links. The information set is now Iidt, reflecting any
links seen (n and �s), new bits encountered (K), and the site visit itself (h). (5) Unless all sites have been visited, the session advances to the next step t¼ tþ 1. (6) If
all sites have been visited or the present value of expected utility was too low at (3), the session ends for that day. (7) The next day d¼ dþ 1, the consumer starts
again with an initial information set, Iid0, and the process repeats.
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In these examples, as well as in our model, we make an

important distinction between a site’s long-run average match

with the consumer, and daily deviations from that average. The

consumer’s long-run average match with a site depends on the

type of content the site publishes on average. This long-run

average is therefore the same for every browsing session. On

the basis of a potentially long history of browsing, an experi-

enced consumer knows their own long-run average match with

each site. By contrast, daily deviations from that average arise

due to news events and the sites’ choices about what to publish.

These daily deviations are therefore unknown at the start of

each session (Figure 1, �1 and �7). We model the horizontal

match utility consumer i receives from site j’s content on day d

as a function of (1) site j’s long-run average position in a

horizontal attribute space, zj; (2) site j’s deviation from this

average position on day d, njd; and (3) the consumer’s prefer-

ences, vi.

m ijd¼ ðz j þ n jdÞ v i: ð2Þ

This formulation implies that consumers, on average, prefer

sites for which signðzjÞ ¼ signðviÞ.3 We model the njds as

coming from the following distribution.

n jd *Nð 0; t�1
n Þ ð3Þ

Like the zjs, we assume that consumers know the value of t�1
n

on the basis of their prior browsing.

Signals of Horizontal Match Utility from Links

If the consumer visits site L during session d, and if site L has

linked to site R that day, then the consumer will learn some-

thing about their horizontal match with site R that day. Site R,

for example, might rarely report on rap artists. Site L’s link to

R’s coverage of Kanye West thus signals that R’s coverage

leans more in the direction of rap artists that day. If site L links

to site R on day d, we say ‘~LRd ¼ 1 (and ‘~LRd ¼ 0 otherwise).

We denote the signal contained in this link as s~LRd, and model

these signals as noisy but unbiased reflections of sites’ true

horizontal positions each day.

s~LRdj‘~LRd ¼ 1; nRd*NðzR þ nRd; t�1
s Þ: ð4Þ

Although horizontal position zR þ nRd is a characteristic par-

ticular to site R on each day d, two links to R from two sites L

and L0 can signal two different aspects of R’s horizontal posi-

tion. Thus, signals are indexed by both the receiving site R and

the linking site L. The extent to which links accurately signal

sites’ daily horizontal match positions is known to consumers

and denoted ts.

This setup highlights the informative role of linking among

news sites. Links help consumers ascertain whether a site’s

content is more or less congruent with their preferences that

day. Importantly, because different values of njd imply higher

or lower levels of match utility (relative to the site’s long-run

average), links can signal lower-than-average match (in which

case they make the consumer less likely to visit the linked site).

Furthermore, because consumers have different horizontal pre-

ferences, vi, the same link from L to R might make some of L’s

readers more likely to visit R, and others less likely.

Updated Beliefs About Horizontal Match Utility

Let nijd t–1 denote the number of links to site j that consumer i

has seen prior to choosing what to do at step t of session d, and

�sijd t�1 denote these links’ average signal value.

nijd t�1 ¼
X

a2 aid1 ;:::;aid t�1f g
‘~ajd; ð5Þ

�sijd t�1 ¼
1

nijd t�1

X
a2 aid1;...;aid t�1f g

s~ajd if nijd t�1> 0

0 if nijd t�1 ¼ 0

8><
>: ð6Þ

Before the consumer sees any links (nijd t�1 ¼ 0), expected

horizontal match utility is simply equal to its long-run average,

Eðmijdjnijd t�1 ¼ 0Þ ¼ zjvi. But if the consumer has seen one or

more links (nijd t�1>0), their beliefs about j’s horizontal match

utility change. Standard Bayesian updating for conjugate nor-

mal distributions yields an expression for expected horizontal

match utility, after seeing nijd t–1 links to site j (West and Har-

rison 1999).

Eðmijdjnijd t�1;�sijd t�1Þ ¼ zjvi þ
tsnijd t�1

tsnijd t�1 þ tn

� �
ð�sijd t�1 � zjÞvi

ð7Þ

Expected match utility at site j is thus a weighted average of the

consumer’s long-run average match, zjvi, and the match sig-

naled by previously seen links to j, �sijd t�1vi. The weight given

to each of these depends on (1) the variability of sites’ daily

horizontal positions, t�1
n ; (2) how informative links are about

those horizontal positions, ts; and (3) the number of links the

consumer has seen, nijd t�1. Equation 7 therefore illustrates the

value of links to the consumer: on average, they can shift

expectations about horizontal match utility away from their

typical long-run values and toward their true day-specific val-

ues. The left side of Table 1 summarizes the variables involved

in this within-session, Bayesian updating of expected horizon-

tal match.

Value Function for Present and Future Browsing

When consumers visit a site, they not only gain utility but

also may update their beliefs about match utility at other

3 Equation 2 allows sites to differentiate along multiple horizontal attributes. In

our empirical application, we estimate a single horizontal dimension to

parsimoniously capture the main component of horizontal variation. If the

true number of dimensions is greater than 1, than the estimated zjs will be a

lower-dimension projection of the sites’ positions in this higher-dimensional

attribute space. In this case, the zjs are weighted sums of unobserved attributes,

with weights reflecting the attributes’ importances for browsing.
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sites if they see outbound links (Figure 1, �4). As we show

subsequently, forward-looking consumers anticipate this

updating and thus face the standard exploitation–exploration

trade-off when choosing which site to visit next. A con-

sumer, for example, might decide to visit a site that fre-

quently links to many others, expecting any links

encountered to increase (decrease) their chance of visiting

(avoiding) sites with higher (lower) daily match. For such

consumers, sites that provide many outbound links provide

value, in part, by raising the expected utility of the remain-

der of the browsing session.

The following value function corresponds with consumer i’s

utility function and beliefs about match utility at step t of

session d.

VðIid t�1; eidtÞ

¼ max ei0dt; max
0<j2Jidt

½EðUijdtjIid t�1Þ þ d
ð

I
0
;e0

VðI0 ; e0 ÞfðI0 jIid t�1; jÞgðe
0 Þ�

� �
ð8Þ

Equation 8 introduces the following notation:

� d determines how much the consumer discounts the

future expected utility from browsing,

� gðeÞ is the distribution of the i.i.d. idiosyncratic shocks

to utility at each step,

� Iid t�1 indicates consumer i’s information state prior to

step t of browsing session d, and

� fðI0 jIid t�1; jÞ denotes a transition density reflecting the

consumer’s beliefs about how this information state

evolves (conditional on a visit to some site j).

We describe the latter two bulleted terms next.

Consumer Information Set

The consumer’s information set, Iidt, includes three variables.4

The first two, the number of links to each site encountered,

ni1dt; ni2dt; . . . ; niJdtf g, and the average signal value of those

links, �si1dt;�si2dt; . . . ;�siJdtf g, determine the level of expected

match (per Equation 7). The third variable, the set of sites that

have been visited, is represented as a binary vector,

hidt 2 0; 1f gJ
, and determines the consumer’s choice set. The

transition function, fðI0 jIid t�1; jÞ, reflects the consumer’s

beliefs about how each of these three variables,

Iidt � nidt;�sidt; hidtf g, will evolve if site j is visited at step t.

First, and most simply, given the choice to visit site j, the set

of sites visited, hidt, will evolve deterministically to reflect this

choice. Second, if site j has not linked to any other sites, then

neither nidt nor �sidt change.5 However, if site j has linked to

another site k (i.e., ‘~jkd
¼ 1), then nikdt ¼ nikt t�1 þ 1, and the

consumer anticipates a new value of �sikdt from the following

posterior predictive distribution (West and Harrison 1999):

�sikdtj‘~jkd
¼1; nikd t�1;�sikd t�1

*N zk þ
tsnikd t�1ð�sikd t�1 � zkÞ

tsnikd t�1 þ tn
; t�1

s þ ðtsnikd t�1 þ tnÞ�1

� �
:

ð9Þ

Table 1. Summary of Bayesian Updating for mijd and bijdt.

Horizontal Utility, mijd Vertical Utility, bijdt

Received Received

ðzj þ njdÞvi Horizontal utility from site j on day d ðKþj
idt � Kid t�1Þli Vertical utility from site j at step t on

day d
vi Horizontal preference li Vertical preference
zj Long-run average horizontal position Kid t�1 Bits seen prior to choice at step t of day d
njd Deviation in horizontal position on

day d, unknown to consumers
Kþj

idt
Bits seen after visiting site j at step t of

day d, unknown to consumers

Expected Expected

zjvi Expected match utility prior to
seeing links

aj

1þaj

� 	
Nli

Expected vertical utility before seeing
bits

zjvi þ tsnijd t�1

tsnijd t�1þtn

� 	
ð�sijd t�1 � zjÞvi

Expected match utility after seeing
links

aj

1þAðhid t�1Þþaj

� 	
ðN� Kid t�1Þli

Expected vertical utility after seeing
bits

t�1
n Variance of unknown horizontal

position
N Maximum total bits each day

ts Precision of link signals aj Long-run average daily bits
nijd t�1 Number of links seen prior to step t

choice
hid t�1 Sites visited prior to step t choice

�sijd t�1 Average signal value of links seen Aðhid t�1Þ Sum of ajs for sites already visited

4 When we extend the model to allow vertical differentiation on the basis of

news volume, we update the definitions of Uijdt (Equation 1); the consumer’s

information state, Iijdt; and its state transition function, fðI0 jIidt; jÞ. However, the

definition of the value function in Equation 8 remains the same.
5 Previous work has considered how the absence of a link can provide a

negative signal about the quality of the (not-) linked site (e.g., Dellarocas,

Katona, and Rand 2013; Mayzlin and Yoganarasimhan 2012). Here, we

assume that the absence of a link is not informative per se.
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Prior to visiting site j, however, the consumer does not know if

site j has linked to any other sites. Because links are a priori

unobserved by consumers, the transition function also reflects

consumer i’s uncertainty about whether they will see links to

other sites. We assume these probabilistic beliefs are rational,

to the extent that experienced consumers know the average

frequency with which each site j links to every other site k.

We denote this long-run average linking frequency o~jk. From

the perspective of each consumer i, given their knowledge of

o~jk, encountering a link to site k after arriving at site j is a

random event with the following i.i.d. probability:

Prið‘~jkd
¼ 1jo~jkÞ ¼ o~jk: ð10Þ

This link probability does not imply that site j links to site k at

random. Importantly, why site j chose to link to site k on day d

does not matter as long as the consumer’s expectations about

links are based on their knowledge of o~jk. We elaborate on this

point when discussing model identification.

Effects of Linking on Choice

The value function in Equation 8 encapsulates two routes

through which linking can affect choice. The first is the

within-session effect described in Equations 2–7. This effect

operates through Bayesian updating of expected horizontal

match utility as consumers are exposed to the set of available

links, ‘~jkd
, over the course of each session. Upon encountering a

link, the consumer may become more or less likely to visit the

linked site, depending on the information in the link. This

change in the likelihood of a visit, however, only affects

choices within the current session.

The second route through which linking can affect choice is the

across-session effect. This effect is a consequence of consumers’

forward-looking behavior (Equations 8–10), and in particular, con-

sumers’ rational expectations about the sites’ long-run average link

frequencies, o~jk. The consumer knows that encountering links

improves the precision of predicted match utilities. Seeing a link

thus increases the overall expected value of subsequent browsing.

Consequently, sites that typically provide many outbound links

may be especially attractive to visit in any session, in particular

when visited in the early steps. Importantly, this higher valuation

due to linking exists in expectation. A site visit therefore does not

depend on whether the site has actually made any links that day. If

consumers are myopic—that is, if d ¼ 0—then they do not attend

to the benefit of seeing links and a priori do not assign extra value to

sites that (on average) provide many outbound links. In this model,

the across-session effect of linking only makes the linking site

more attractive if consumers are forward looking.

To illustrate these implications, we use our model to simu-

late browsing in a stylized setting with two news sites and one

consumer. Site L sometimes links to site R, but R never links to

L (thus, o~LR>0, whereas o~R L ¼ 0). Because links to R pro-

vide unbiased signals of R’s horizontal match utility each day,

half of L’s links signal higher-than-average match with R, and

half signal lower-than-average match. To simplify the

illustration, we assume that both sites provide the same average

match utility to the consumer (i.e., their zjs are the same) and

set the consumer’s opportunity cost of browsing high enough

that each site has less than 50% chance of being visited each

day. The simulations illustrate how linking affects browsing

decisions in ways that can be either beneficial or detrimental

to the linked site. We report further details and full results in the

Web Appendix. Next, we summarize three main insights.

Linking can increase traffic to the linked site through the within-
session effect. If the probability of visiting R is below 50% at the

start of the session—as is typical for most sites consumers

visit—then links from L to R increase the number of L’s visitors

who subsequently visit R within the same session. Moreover,

this increase arises even though half of L’s links signal lower-

than-average match at R. This increase in visits is due to a floor

effect on the likelihood of visiting R. If the chance of visiting R

is already low, a signal indicating lower than normal match

utility can do little to lower the visit likelihood further. By con-

trast, a signal indicating higher match can raise the chance of

visiting the linked site considerably. Importantly, the increase in

R’s traffic arises in cases when the consumer, if not for the link,

would have ended the session after visiting L. Thus, exposure to

links increases overall news consumption on average. Note also

that the increase in traffic at site R is due to the consumer’s

exposure to specific realizations of links, ‘~LRd, from site L. This

increase is an ex post effect that arises as a consequence of the

consumer of having seen a link. The increase therefore occurs

whether or not the consumer is forward looking.

Providing links can increase the linking site’s traffic at the start of the
session through the across-session effect. Recall that in this exam-

ple, the zjs for sites L and R are the same and that L may link to R

with probabilityo~LR>0, but R never links to L. At the start of each

session d, before any links have been seen, both sites provide the

same expected match utility. But unlike a visit to R, a visit to L

might reveal a link to R. If there is in fact a link at L (i.e., ‘~LRd ¼ 1),

and if that link signals higher-than-average match utility at R, then

the consumer might benefit by visiting R next. Or, if instead the

link signals lower-than-average match, then the consumer might

also benefit by ending the session without visiting R. Conse-

quently, the possibility of ‘~LRd ¼ 1 causes the expected utility

from the entire browsing session to be higher if L is visited before

R. A forward-looking consumer anticipates this possibility and

thus finds L more attractive at the start of any browsing session.

The increased attractiveness of L has two effects on brows-

ing. First, it makes the option of not browsing relatively less

attractive, thus increasing the number of browsing sessions.

Second, the increased attractiveness of L means R is relatively

less attractive at the start of the session. Thus, by linking to R,

site L may end up “stealing” traffic that would have otherwise

gone to R (Dellarocas, Katona, and Rand 2013; Jeon and Nasr

2016). Importantly, both of these effects depend on the

forward-looking behavior of the consumer, as a consumer who

discounts the future completely (d ¼ 0) does not consider the

benefits of site L’s links when choosing where to visit.
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The combined within- and across-session effects can either increase
or decrease traffic at the linked site. The within-session effect

increases the number of L’s visitors who might subsequently visit

R. This positive effect is further amplified by the across-session

effect—if L attracts more visitors early in the session, there will

be more people seeing its links to R. But linking to R can also lower

R’s traffic. The across-session effect allows L to attract visitors who,

in the absence of linking, would otherwise have visited R. Depend-

ing on the size of this effect, R may lose more traffic to L at the start

of the session than R gains from L’s links later in the session.

Whether the total impact of linking is positive or negative

for the linked site is thus an empirical question. The sign

depends on a variety of factors, including (1) how often sites

link to each other, (2) how informative links are, (3) the extent

of horizontal differentiation among the linking sites, (4) the

overall popularity of the sites, and (5) the extent to which future

benefits from browsing affect previous decisions.

Vertical Differentiation in News Volume

The period utility function in Equation 1 includes a horizontal

match utility term, mijd. This term varies by site and session,

depending on what gets published, and across consumers,

depending on what they like to read. As consumers encounter

links to other sites, they update their beliefs about their match

with the linked site that day. Together, these components pro-

vide a rich specification of horizontal site differentiation and

consumer heterogeneity.

In most empirical contexts, including ours, sites are also dif-

ferentiated vertically. In a news setting, vertical differentiation

can be based on the volume of basic news facts sites publish, and

consumers may differ in the value they place on greater news

coverage. Extending the model to include a vertical dimension

of utility has two implications for how it can rationalize brows-

ing data. First, differences in news volume can help explain why

some sites are more popular among all consumers. Second, in a

setting where there is redundancy in news coverage across sites,

differences in news volume can also help to explain why we

rarely observe consumers visiting more than a few news sites

in the same browsing session. In other words, vertical quality

also helps to explain session length.

To illustrate the connection between news volume and ses-

sion length, consider two sites that partially overlap in their

coverage of basic news facts—such as the fact that an actor has

been admitted to a drug rehab program, or the fact that a singer

has released a new music video. After the consumer has visited

the first site, some of the news facts at the second site will no

longer be news, as they will already be known to the consumer.

In the extreme, if two sites published every available news fact

each day, their coverage would necessarily be identical. In such

a case, a reader could obtain all of the day’s news by visiting

one site or the other, leaving nothing remaining at the second.

Publishing a higher volume of news facts thus implies a higher

degree of redundancy with other high-volume news sites.

From the perspective of modeling vertical differentiation in

news volume, the main implication is that the vertical utility

provided by a news site not only depends on how much news

the site publishes, but also on (1) which sites were visited

previously in the same session and (2) how much news those

sites published. The vertical component of utility is thus state

dependent in this setting, as both expected and experienced

vertical utility change after each site visit.

Utility from Vertically Differentiated News Sites

To account for vertical differentiation in the volume of news

facts sites publish, we update the consumer’s utility function

(Equation 1) to the following:

U ijdt¼ m ijd þ b ijdt � g id þ e ijdt ð11Þ

The term bijdt represents a vertical component of utility. As a

vertical component of utility, all consumers value it in absolute

terms, albeit to varying degrees. Because the value of gaining

factual information serves as the canonical example of such a

vertical dimension, we normalize the utility from no news (i.e.,

being uninformed about the day’s events) to 0 and assume that

bijdt � 0.

We follow Allen (1983, 1986, 1990) by representing news

facts as a collection of unique and indivisible “bits” that are

observed by consumers, but not by the researcher. These bits

correspond with the smallest units of news content that can

generate a vertical component of utility (e.g., “Actor X will star

in movie Y”). A new set of no more than N bits is available each

day. Some of these bits are distributed heterogeneously across

sites. A bit might appear at more than one site, or the bit might

appear at none of the sites. If some bit b appears at site j on day d,

we write ibjd ¼ 1 (and ibjd ¼ 0 otherwise). We assume only the

first encounter with a bit generates utility, and that thereafter

the bit becomes part of the consumer’s state of knowledge. The

utility from seeing a news bit for the first time is heterogeneous

across consumers and is denoted by the parameter li>0.6

The number of distinct bits that have been seen, prior to

choosing what to do at step t, is denoted Kid t�1. We use the

notation K
þj
idt to indicate the number of distinct bits that will

have been seen if site j is visited next. Thus, K
þj
idt � Kid t�1 is the

number of remaining (i.e., unseen) bits that will generate utility

if j is visited next.7 We express the vertical utility consumer i

gains in terms of this quantity.

bijdt ¼ ðKþj
idt � Kid t�1Þli ð12Þ

6 All bits thus generate the same amount of utility for each consumer, and sites

are vertically differentiated in the quantity of these bits published each day.

Previous versions of this article also considered the case in which different bits

produced different amounts of utility, and the average utility from bits varied

on different days.
7 Formally, the relationship between K

þj
idt, Kid t�1, and the ibjds is the following.

Let kidt 2 0; 1f gN
indicate at step t of day d which bits have already been seen:

Kid t�1 ¼
PN

b¼1kbid t�1 and K
þj
idt � Kid t�1 ¼

PN
b¼1ibjdð1� kbid t�1Þ.
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The consumer knows Kid t�1 before visiting site j at step t.

However, due to the nature of news, K
þj
idt, which indicates a

future state of knowledge, is not known ahead of time.

Distribution of Bits and Consumer Learning

The number of bits at each site is obtained from a stylized

model of information availability. On each day, there are at

most N bits that can be published. The probability that bit b

is available at site j is

Pr½ibjd ¼ 1jaj; pb� ¼ 1� ð1� pbÞaj ; ð13Þ

pb*Uð0; 1Þ: ð14Þ

The parameter aj 2 ð0; 1Þ determines the extent of site j’s news

coverage, with higher values of aj indicating more extensive

coverage. Bits with higher values of pb are more likely to be

published at all sites. Sites with higher values of aj are more

likely to publish all bits (some may be unique to site j, and

others available at many sites). In this way, the ajs also deter-

mine the extent to which sites tend to publish the same bits. Bits

are distributed jointly across sites with correlations determined

by the ajs.

Given their past browsing, experienced consumers know

sites’ long-run, average daily number of bits—that is, they

know the sites’ ajs. On any given day, however, consumers are

uncertain about which bits are in the news ecosystem. Thus,

consumers’ choices are only affected by their expectations

about the number of bits they have not already seen. Accord-

ingly, we augment the consumer’s information set, Iidt, so it

includes Kid t�1 and extend its transition function, fðI0 jIid t�1; jÞ,
to reflect the consumer’s beliefs about likely values of

K
þj
idt � Kid t�1.

We assume consumers’ prior beliefs about the availability

of bits at each site are consistent with Equations 13 and 14). An

application of Bayes’ rule then leads to the following (bino-

mial) posterior distribution for K
þj
idt � Kid t�1 (see the Appendix

for the derivation).

K
þj
idt � K id t� 1 jK id t� 1 ; h id t� 1

*B N� K id t� 1 ;
a j

1þ Að h id t� 1Þþ a j

� �
; ð15Þ

Að hÞ¼
XJ

k¼1

h k a k: ð16Þ

Recall that the state variable hid t�1 is a binary vector indicating

which sites have already been visited in the session. Thus, A(h)

is the sum of the aks for all previously visited sites k. The term

N� Kid t�1 represents the maximum number of unseen bits that

might yet be seen at one of the remaining news sites that day.

The term aj=½1þ Aðhid t�1Þ þ aj� is the consumer’s expected

probability of finding any of those unseen bits if site j is visited

next.

It follows from Equation 15 that the expected vertical utility

from the next site j is

EðbijdtjKid t�1; hid t�1Þ ¼
aj

1þ Aðhid t�1Þ þ aj

� �
ðN� Kid t�1Þ

� �
li:

ð17Þ

The expected level of vertical utility in Equation 17 is the

expected number of new bits found at site j from Equation 15,

multiplied by the consumer’s preference for them, li. Before

visiting any sites, Aðhid0Þ ¼ 0 and Kid0 ¼ 0. Thus, Eðbid1jKid0;
hid0Þ ¼ ½Naj=ð1þ ajÞ�li at the start of the session. The right side

of Table 1 summarizes the within-session, Bayesian updating

process for the expected vertical component of utility.

Implications for Browsing

Here we briefly comment on the implications of this part of the

model for browsing. Equation 17 reflects how the expected

vertical utility is (1) higher at sites that publish more news facts

on average, aj; (2) higher for consumers who receive the most

utility from news facts, li; but (3) lower if a large amount of

news information has already been obtained, Kid t�1. Moreover,

due to the term A(h) in Equation 17, expected vertical utility is

lower if many sites have already been visited—and lower still if

the sites that were visited had large values of aj. The intuition is

that any bits that were not already found at a high-a site are

unlikely to be available from a low-a site—whereas the reverse

is not true (bits not found at a low-a site might yet be available

from a high-a site). All else equal, a consumer will, on average,

prefer to visit sites with higher as earlier in the browsing ses-

sion, and sites with lower as later.

Because each bit can potentially be published by more than

one site, the volume of news published each day is correlated

across sites. This correlation in news volume affects the con-

sumers’ browsing choices at steps t > 1 of each browsing

session—that is, after the consumer has visited one or more

sites and learned something about the day’s news coverage.

The number of bits at one site thus provides the basis for

learning about the number of bits at other sites. We assume

that the presence or absence of links is not directly informative

about the number of bits at the linked site. The presence of

links, however, can be indirectly informative about bits. This is

because links can affect the order of visits, and the ordering of

site visits determines which bits are encountered. In this way,

links can affect the consumer’s beliefs about the bits available

at the remaining sites.8

8 There are a few reasons not to model two separate, direct effects of links on

the horizontal and vertical components of utility. First, because both

components are latent and additive in the utility function, it may be difficult

to empirically disentangle the marginal impact of a link’s presence across the

two. Second, we show in the Web Appendix that, in our empirical setting, the

presence of one or more inbound links to a site is not meaningfully correlated

with the amount of information it publishes. This observation also suggests that

identification of the informativeness of links for vertical quality might be

difficult to achieve. Third, the signaling effect of links on the vertical
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This stylized specification of the vertical component of util-

ity achieves two main objectives. First, the specification cap-

tures a long-run average component of utility that all

consumers value in absolute terms, and thus, it cannot be

reflected in the model of horizontal match utility. Second, and

relatedly, the specification accounts for the impact of daily

variation in news volumes and redundant coverage on traffic

to news sites.

Data

We estimate the model using data that describe browsing and

content at five celebrity news sites between October 1, 2009,

and December 31, 2009—a period of 92 days. We assemble

these data from two sources: (1) comScore panel data describ-

ing consumers’ browsing at the URL level and (2) links and

content scraped from the sites. We describe both of these data

sources before concluding with preliminary evidence that links

can either encourage or discourage visits to linked sites—a

central feature of this model.

Consumer Data

The browsing data were provided by comScore as part of a

larger data set describing visits by a rolling panel of U.S. con-

sumers to more than 3,000 sites (all of which are members of

the same blog-oriented advertising network). We focus on

celebrity news sites in this study because (1) these sites cover

a limited range of news items each day, (2) they frequently

excerpt from each other, and (3) they format their home pages

like blogs (i.e., as scrolling lists of news stories). We limit our

attention to the five most visited celebrity news sites among the

panel: Celebuzz, Dlisted, Egotastic!, Perez Hilton, and The

Superficial.9

Panelists. Most panelists visit only a fraction of the total avail-

able sites and therefore are largely inconsequential for asses-

sing the impact of links on traffic. We thus limit attention to

the most active panelists (Flaxman, Goel, and Rao 2016).

These are panelists who (1) visited one or more of the 3,000

sites on at least 16 occasions in Q4 2009, (2) had at least five

of those visits occur in each of the three calendar months, and

(3) visited at least two of the five sites used for this study.

Browsing and demographic data for the 127 consumers who

fit this profile make up the estimation panel. In Q4 2009, these

127 consumers comprised 10.8% of browsing sessions involv-

ing any of the five sites, and 13.3% of those sites’ traffic, even

though they represent about 1% of the unique visitors to these

sites. The sample thus comprises individuals who are

relatively experienced and frequent readers of celebrity news,

who would plausibly know (1) the long-run average horizon-

tal position of the five sites, zj; (2) the typical news volume for

each site, aj; (3) the extent to which horizontal match varies

across days, tn; (4) the informativeness of links as match

signals, ts; and (5) the average frequency with which the five

sites link to one another, o~LR. Using less restrictive thresholds

when defining the panel leads to the inclusion of consumers

who do not browse as often, and thus may be less familiar with

the sites’ average match locations and linking frequencies. In

the Web Appendix, we show that our main results are quali-

tatively insensitive to the cutoffs used to construct the estima-

tion sample.

Most consumers in the estimation panel are female (65%),

with the majority (60%) between 25 and 55 years of age (35%
are younger, 5% older). Income is reported categorically, with

a median of $55,000–$65,000 per year. Most panelists have

children living with them (57%), and the average household

size is 2.7 people. Five panelists listed their race as African

American. We code binary variables as f�.5, .5g, scale the

seven income categories between 0 and 1 using the center of

the category range, and scale household size by subtracting the

median (two people) and dividing by two standard deviations

(2.89). We denote by Di the row vector of demographic vari-

ables for consumer i. In the Web Appendix, we contrast the

demographics of the estimation sample with a larger set of

comScore panelists. Compared with the larger comScore panel,

the estimation sample has a higher proportion of consumers

who are female, are aged 25–55 years, and have higher

incomes.

Browsing data. A consumer’s browsing session includes all of

their site visits occurring on the same day (as celebrity news

sites operate under the same 24-hour news cycle as other

media; Leskovec, Backstrom, and Kleinberg 2009). Thus, for

each panelist, we compile the order in which any of the five

sites were visited each day (the step t choices, aidt, in the

model). During Q4 2009, the 127 panelists in our estimation

sample made 19,130 such choices over the course of 5,757

browsing sessions (where a session might comprise the choice

not to browse that day).

Recall that visiting the same site more than once within the

same browsing session is not feasible in our model framework.

For the median consumer in our sample, 96.9% of sessions

generated data consistent with this no-revisit assumption (for

a graphical depiction of this distribution, see the Web Appen-

dix). Furthermore, 96.9% might be a lower bound, because

internet panel data contain false positives for site/page visits

due to web browsers refreshing pages in open tabs (without any

action taken by the consumer). Modeling revisits would add

significant computational burden in exchange for limited

insights. Thus, consistent with the online browsing literature

(e.g., Kim, Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg 2010), we do not

model revisits. The aidts thus reflect the daily rank order of the

earliest page request for each of the five sites.

component of utility is an interesting question in its own right but tangential to

our article’s counterfactual goals. In total, the marginal benefit of a more

complex model is limited relative to its costs.
9 We first chose the celebrity news category, then ranked the sites according to

the number of unique daily visits from high-frequency readers (those browsing

15 days or more per month to any site in the archive). We then chose the top

five sites that provided exclusively celebrity news.
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Panelists differ in the subset of sites they visited most, as

well as in the typical order of those visits within the session.

Table 2 shows that Perez Hilton was the most popular site

among both male and female consumers and was visited earli-

est in the session on average. Although panelists vary in the

order of site visits across sessions, their typical ordering is

stable over time (i.e., they are not learning which site is their

favorite on average). The audiences of the other four sites differ

noticeably by gender: male panelists visited Egotastic! and The

Superficial relatively more, and female panelists visited Dlisted

and Celebuzz relatively more.

Men make up 35% of the panel but browsed more often than

women. The median man browsed on 46 (out of 92) days,

averaging 1.12 site visits per session, and the median woman

browsed on 44.5 days, averaging 1.05 site visits per session.

Variation within each group exceeds these cross-group

differences.

Website Data

We created an automated web crawler to collect the full text

from all news posts published at each of the five sites in Q4

2009. We use the text scraped from each site to determine, for

each day, which other sites the linking site linked to and how

many words each site published. We describe each of these

next.

Link data. Links that appear within the text of posts are typically

accompanied by an excerpt from the linked site or a brief

description of the linked content (Dellarocas, Katona, and Rand

2013). Thus, even though we use the shorter term “link” to refer

to both the link and excerpt, the excerpted content, and not the

link per se, signals consumers’ match with the linked site. We

therefore ignore static sidebar links that may be part of a site’s

navigation but are never accompanied by an excerpt. After

determining which (if any) of the other sites were linked each

day (the ‘~LRds), we use the browsing data to infer the number of

links to each site consumers would have already seen at each

step of the browsing session (nijd t�1 in Equation 7).10

We derive the o~LRs—the average frequencies with which

each site linked to every other site—by averaging over

observed links during the 92 days in Q4 2009, and treat them

as data during estimation. These frequencies appear in Table 3.

As many sites never linked to each other, half of the entries in

Table 3 contain zeros (and thus half of the o~LRs are zero). By

contrast, Dlisted and Egotastic! linked to each other about 67%
of the time during Q4 2009.

The model assumes consumers know these average link

frequencies, o~LR, but not on which days those links will appear,

‘~LRd. One implication of this assumption is that the choice to

visit a site at the start of a session should not be related to the

site’s inbound or outbound links that day. To determine

whether the data contradict this assumption, we conducted an

analysis of the first site consumers visited on days with differ-

ent numbers of in- and outbound links. Results, which are

reported in the Web Appendix, show that browsing sessions

are equally likely to start at sites, regardless of how many in- or

outbound links they have that day. This result is consistent with

the assumption that the decision to browse on day d is inde-

pendent of the set of links appearing that day, ‘~LRd (conditional

on the consumer’s knowledge of the average linking frequen-

cies among sites, o~LR). The distinction between consumers’

knowledge of average link frequencies, o~LR, and their uncer-

tainty about daily link realizations, ‘~LRd, is central to our strat-

egy for identifying link effects on browsing. We elaborate on

this point when discussing model identification.

Table 2. Summary of Browsing Behavior by Site and Gender.

Visitors per Day Step in Session

Site Male Female All Male Female All

Celebuzz 2.5 7.9 10.3 1.37 1.46 1.44
(2.2, 2.7) (7.3, 8.4) (9.7, 11) (1.29, 1.46) (1.41, 1.51) (1.4, 1.49)

Dlisted 3.4 9.0 12.4 1.42 1.28 1.32
(3.1, 3.7) (8.5, 9.6) (11.8, 13) (1.35, 1.5) (1.25, 1.32) (1.29, 1.35)

Egotastic! 6.8 2.9 9.5 1.23 1.57 1.33
(6.3, 7.2) (2.6, 3.2) (8.8, 10.1) (1.18, 1.27) (1.44, 1.7) (1.27, 1.37)

Perez Hilton 12.3 28.5 40.8 1.19 1.14 1.15
(11.8, 12.8) (27.4, 29.5) (39.6, 41.9) (1.17, 1.21) (1.12, 1.16) (1.14, 1.17)

The Superficial 4.6 3.6 8.0 1.38 1.94 1.62
(4.3, 4.8) (3.3, 3.9) (7.5, 8.5) (1.32, 1.46) (1.86, 2.01) (1.57, 1.67)

Notes: Means and bootstrapped 95% CIs based on 19,130 observed choices over the course of 5,757 browsing sessions. There are 127 consumers in the
estimation panel (45 male and 82 female). “Visitors per Day” indicates the average number of male or female panelists visiting each site per day. “Step in Session”
indicates the average time index t across visits; thus, lower values indicate visits that occurred earlier in the browsing session.

10 Our model assumes that excerpts link to content published on the same day

as the excerpt. Linking to older news is possible, but (1) sites have an incentive

to appear ahead of their audience with respect to their coverage of the news by

linking to fresh content, and (2) we have found exceptions to this to be rare.

Accordingly, we make a simplifying assumption that encompasses the majority

of cases.
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Word counts. Recall that the vertical component of utility is

motivated in part by potentially large differences in the amount

of news facts the sites publish each day. We use the number of

words that sites have published each day as a measure for the

unobserved quantity of news facts. As discussed in the model

section, a consumer who has just visited a site with a large

amount of news facts that are potentially redundant with con-

tent at the remaining sites might be more likely to end the

session (and vice versa after visiting a site with very little news

information). By using word counts as proxies for sites’ unob-

served daily quantities of news information, we can measure

more precisely the extent of this state dependence due to redun-

dancy. For each site, we calculate the number of words in all

posts published that day (including the text of hyperlinks to

other sites, if any). Sites’ word counts are summarized in

Table 4. We transform the daily word counts to define

wjd / logð1þ wordsjdÞ and consider wjd to be an indirect mea-

sure of the total news volume at site j on day d.

Recall that the vertical component of utility described in the

previous section is defined in terms of the amount of news facts

(bits) available at each site, but not the number of words. We

relate the two as follows. First, after visiting the first site in any

session, the consumer will have seen all of the bits published at

that site. Thus, the state variable for the number of bits seen

after visiting the first site, Kid1, is equal to the number of bits

that site published on day d. The estimation strategy is thus to

functionally equate the values of wjd with daily realizations of

the state variables Kid1, so Kid1*B½N; qðwjdÞ�. We provide the

derivation of qð�Þ in the Appendix.11

Preliminary Analysis

Recall that an excerpt in our model can signal either higher or

lower horizontal match utility, thereby increasing or decreasing

the likelihood of visiting the linked site. To understand whether

variation in the data is consistent with the model, we conduct a

preliminary analysis at the level of individual consumers. We

first define two empirical choice probabilities for each

consumer i at each site j. The first is the probability that con-

sumer i visits site j after seeing one or more links to j at a

previous site:

cPriða ¼ jjnij> 0Þ ¼

X
d

X
t

1ðaidt ¼ j and nijd t�1> 0ÞX
d

X
t

1ðnijd t�1>0Þ
: ð18Þ

The second is the probability that consumer i visits j without

previously seeing a link to site j:

cPriða ¼ jjnij ¼ 0Þ ¼

X
d

X
t

1ðaidt ¼ j and nijd t�1 ¼ 0ÞX
d

X
t

1ðnijd t�1 ¼ 0Þ
: ð19Þ

We next calculate, for each consumer i, the frequency-weighted

average of each of these probabilities (i.e., averaging across all

five sites). Thus, cPriða>0jna>0Þ and cPriða>0jna ¼ 0Þ denote

the probability that consumer i visits any site a, given prior expo-

sure to either na>0 or na ¼ 0 links to that particular site. Finally,

we calculate the difference between these two probabilities:Di ¼cPriða>0jna> 0Þ �cPriða>0jna ¼ 0Þ. If links tend to encourage

consumer i to visit (avoid) linked sites, then we expect Di>0

(Di<0); if links have no average effect on browsing, then we

expect Di 	 0.

Because observed links only affect choices at steps t¼ 2 and

later (they are seen only after visiting a site), we compute these

statistics using a subset of the full sample that excludes choices

at step t ¼ 1. We also repeat the analysis using only the subset

of choices made at step t ¼ 2. Figure 2 plots the empirical

cumulative distribution of the difference in visit probabilities

with and without links, Di, for both subsets. Individuals with

Table 3. Empirical Link Frequencies (%).

Link Target

Linking Site Celebuzz Dlisted Egotastic! Perez Hilton The Superficial

Celebuzz — 6.5 0 1.1 9.8
Dlisted 69.6 — 68.5 2.2 2.2
Egotastic! 0 65.2 — 0 0
Perez Hilton 7.6 0 0 — 0
The Superficial 63 0 0 0 —

Notes: Links were embedded in news articles. We ignore static or sidebar links, as well as links to a site’s own content.

Table 4. Summary of Daily Word Counts by Site.

Site Min 25% Median Mean 75% Max

Celebuzz 0 1,140 1,923 1,912 2,873 4,076
Dlisted 1,746 6,627 11,013 11,072 14,137 33,461
Egotastic! 0 0 463 604 727 2,872
Perez Hilton 0 2,113 4,906 4,482 6,336 9,002
The Superficial 0 280 928 755 1,068 1,769

Notes: Counts include all words in the headline and body text of all posts
published on a given day.

11 Recall that we do not model a direct effect of links on beliefs about the

quantity of news information at the linked site. An analysis of links and word

counts in the Web Appendix shows that, in this setting, there is not a

meaningful relationship between the the two.
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negative values ofDi are most prevalent. The left tail in Figure 2

corresponds with the majority of consumers who were less

likely to visit a linked site after seeing the link. The right tail

corresponds with the remaining minority who were more likely

to visit a linked site.12

This analysis provides preliminary support for our modeling

approach, whereby individual links encountered during a

browsing session can either increase or decrease the chance

of visiting the linked site. The relative prevalence of negative

values of Di in the estimation sample shows that links can

potentially discourage individuals from visiting the linked site,

and that this discouragement might occur to a meaningful

extent.

Although this result indicates that for many individuals

encountering links might be detrimental to the linked site,

recall that the average effect (over all consumers) on site traffic

might still be positive, because there is a floor on the probabil-

ity of visiting the excerpted site. We see evidence for this

positive outcome in Figure 2, as the magnitudes of increases

in choice probability (the right tail) are greater than the mag-

nitudes of decreases (the left tail). To understand if the overall

effect is positive, we also calculate frequency-weighted

averages of the probabilities in Equations 18 and 19 for each

site—meaning we average across choice occasions to derivecPrða ¼ jjnj>0Þ and cPrða ¼ jjnj ¼ 0Þ for each site j. We then

again calculate the difference in site-level visit probabilities

with and without inbound links. The average effects are posi-

tive for four of the sites (ranging, in the t> 1 subset, from a .3%
increase at The Superficial to a 3.6% increase at Egotastic!),
and negative for Perez Hilton (�3.7%).

The preliminary analysis exploits variation in consumer

choices on days when sites linked or did not link to one other.

However, this data is not enough to determine what would be

the result of a policy that bans links completely, because the

choices recorded in the data occurred in a world in which

linking, as a practice, was allowed. Consumers did not know

which links would appear at any given site, but they knew the

appearance of a link was possible (and might occur with a

known average frequency, o~jk). Thus, to assess how linking,

as a practice, affects browsing, we fit our structural model to

the data, and use the estimates to simulate a counterfactual

policy of banning links. We next present details relevant to

estimation, and then present the model estimates and results

of the counterfactual simulations.

Model Specification, Identification, and
Estimation

Here we complete the empirical model and describe alternative

specifications, model identification, and our MCMC sampling

procedure.

Model Specification

Consumer parameters. Consumers are heterogeneous with

respect to horizontal match preferences, vi, their vertical utility

from bits of news information, li, and their opportunity costs

from browsing, gi. We model this heterogeneity using consu-

mers’ observed demographic variables, Di, via the following

prior distributions:

ni*NðZv þ Difv; z
2
vÞ; logli*NðZl þ Difl; z

2
lÞ;

loggi*NðZg þ Difg; z
2
gÞ: ð20Þ

Although this prior distribution assumes conditional indepen-

dence among these parameters, they may be dependent in the

joint posterior distribution.

Model likelihood. Following the literature on single agent,

dynamic discrete choice models, we assume that the unob-

served utility shocks, eidjt, follow an i.i.d. EV(0, 1) distribution

(Aguirregabiria and Mira 2010). Conditional on the state
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Figure 2. Average effect of exposure to links on consumers’ probability of visiting the linked site.
Notes: The difference in probability (x-axis) indicates a consumer’s frequency-weighted average probability of visiting a site after seeing a link, minus the probability
of visiting that same site in the absence of a link, denoted Di in the text.

12 To verify the numerical robustness of this analysis, we repeat it for each

subset of consumers who saw a total of at least n links, for n ¼ 1, . . . , 50. The

share of consumers with Di<0 ranges between 68% and 83%, and the share

with Di>0 ranges between 17% and 32%.
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variables Iidt–1, the value of visiting site j is VjðIid t�1Þ þ eidjt,

where VjðIid t�1Þ denotes the choice-specific value function:

VjðIid t�1Þ ¼EðmijdjIid t�1Þ þ EðbijdtjIid t�1Þ � gid

þ d
ð

log
X

k2Jidt\j

exp½VkðI
0 Þ�fðI0 jIid t�1; kÞdI

0
:

ð21Þ

The choice-specific value function comprises two parts: (1) the

expected period utility from visiting site j at step t and (2) the

expected maximum utility from the remainder of the session,

after visiting site j. The latter is an expectation taken with

respect to the consumer’s information set, I � n;�s;K; hf g,
which evolves differently depending on which site (if any) is

visited after j. Dropping subscripts, the transition function for

consumer i’s information set is

fðI0 jI; jÞ¼ pð�s0jn0; n; �s; jÞ pðn0jn; jÞ pðK0jK; h; jÞ pðh0jh; jÞ;
ð22Þ

where (1) pðh0 jh; jÞ denotes the deterministic update of the set

of visited sites to include the visit to j; (2) pðK0 jK; h; jÞ is given

by Equation 15; (3) pðn0 jn; jÞ is such that, per Equation 10, for

every site k 6¼ j, n
0
k ¼ nk þ 1 with probability o~jk, and n

0
k ¼ nk

otherwise; and pð�s0 jn0 ; n;�s; jÞ is given by Equation 9.

Integrating over the unobserved utility shocks, eidjt, leads to

the likelihood of the model parameters, y, conditional on (1)

observed browsing choices, aidt; (2) state variables, Iidt; (3)

average site linking frequencies, o~LR; and (4) word counts, wjd:

Lð yja; I;o;wÞ/
Y

i

Y
d

YT id

t

Y
j2Jidt

exp½V jð I id t�1 jyÞ�
1þ
X
k2Jidt

exp½V kð I id t�1 jyÞ�

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

1ð a idt ¼jÞ

:

ð23Þ

Parameter normalizations. Several parameter normalizations are

necessary for estimation. First, recall the term N in Equation 17

represents an upper limit on values of Kidt (the number of bits

seen). Model fit is insensitive to this value, as the lis can scale

up or down at different values of N. We set N ¼ 30 during

estimation. Second, we set tn ¼ 1 because the link data can

only identify the ratio ts=tn. Third, average horizontal match

locations, zj, are latent; thus, we normalize them with respect to

consumer’s horizontal match preferences, vi, by setting the

mean of the zjs to be zero. Finally, to avoid a degenerate poster-

ior density for the vis, we set the prior intercept and scale of the

vis to Zv ¼ 0 and zv ¼ 1, respectively (Roos and Shachar

2014). The parameters to be estimated are summarized in

Table 5.

Bayesian posterior distribution. We assume the following prior

distributions for the model parameters:

logitaj*Nð0; 1Þ; zj*Nð0; 1Þ; t�1=2
s *Gað:4; 5Þ ) Eðt�1=2

s Þ ¼ 2;

Zl*Nð1; :5Þ; Zg*Nð�1; :5Þ; fjz*Nð0; z2Þ; fv*Nð0; 1Þ;
z2*Sc- Inv-w2ð10; :4Þ; gw*Nð0; 1Þ; d*Uð0; 1Þ:

ð24Þ

The likelihood function in Equation 23 depends on the state

variables, Iidt. The state variables n (number of observed links)

and h (sites previously visited) are observed by the researcher,

whereas K (number of bits seen) and �s (average signal value of

observed links) are not observed. To obtain the marginal like-

lihood Lðyja; n; h;o;wÞ, we integrate over the posterior distri-

bution of the unobserved state variables K and �s using the

standard Bayesian approach of data augmentation (Rossi,

Allenby, and McCulloch 2005; Tanner and Wong 1987). To

improve the efficiency of our sampling procedure, we trans-

form the �s. First, we define s
~LRd
� ðs~LRd � zR � nRdÞt�1=2

s , so

that s
~LRd
follows a standard normal distribution independent of

zR and nRd. Second, we enforce the identifying restrictions

Eðs
~LRd
Þ ¼ 0 and Vðs
~LRd

Þ ¼ 1 through pairwise sampling of

the s
s, using the method of Musalem, Bradlow, and Raju

(2009). We use a parallel strategy to sample the data-

augmented njds.

Alternative specifications. We compare the full model specifica-

tion to two nested specifications. The first restricts the discount

parameter d to be zero, which means consumers are insensitive

to the value of future browsing when choosing which sites to

visit next. We refer to this specification as “myopic.” Compar-

ing the myopic and full specifications provides a view into how

much consumers’ choices depend on their forward-looking

beliefs about linking. The second nested model further restricts

the informativeness of links, ts, to be zero. We refer to this

specification as “no signals.” Comparing this specification with

Table 5. Summary of Estimated Parameters.

Parameter Dimension Description

ðzj; ajÞ 5� 2 Sites’ long-run average (horizontal)
match locations and (vertical) bit
quantities

ðfv;fl;fgÞ 7� 3 Demographic coefficients for horizontal
match preferences (vi), vertical utility
(li), and the opportunity cost of
browsing (gi)

ðZl;ZgÞ 1� 2 Intercepts for vertical utility and the
opportunity cost of browsing

ðzl; zgÞ 1� 2 Prior scales for vertical utility and the
opportunity cost of browsing

gw 1� 1 Incremental (multiplicative) opportunity
cost of browsing on weekends and
holidays

ts 1� 1 Precision of link signals
d 1� 1 Discount rate for future browsing

Notes: Parameters that are integrated out of the posterior distribution through
data augmentation are not listed.
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the myopic one provides a view into how much consumers’

choices are affected by the links they have encountered. Results

from these alternative specifications, plus the full model esti-

mated with a larger number of panelists, are in the Web

Appendix.

Identification

Model parameters. The model includes multiple parameters

defined at the level of individual consumers and sites. These

are separately identified due to observing sequential choices

within a single browsing session, many sessions over time, and

different realizations of state variables for both of these. For

many parameters, identification arguments are analogous to

those for standard choice models using panel data, in which a

person’s choices are observed over multiple periods. Consu-

mers’ cost parameters, gi and gw, are like household intercepts

in a standard choice model, and are identified from the total

amount of browsing (i.e., choices j ¼ 0 at step t ¼ 1). Con-

sumers’ average horizontal match utilities with each site, zjvi,

are like heterogeneous brand intercepts, and are identified from

average choice shares at the start of the browsing session (i.e.,

choices j > 0 at step t ¼ 1).

Identification of the remaining structural parameters arises

due to differences in choice shares between step t ¼ 1 and

subsequent steps t > 1 of browsing sessions. The covariance

of these differences in choice share, when different numbers of

links have been encountered, identifies the link informative-

ness parameter, ts (we discuss identification of linking effects

more generally below). Similarly, the covariance of the choice

share differences, when different numbers of word counts have

been observed, identifies the components of vertical utility

(sites’ ajs and consumers’ lis). Conditional on the functional

specification for utility, identification of the discount para-

meter, d, depends on covariation between choice shares and

the average linking frequencies between sites, o~LRs, as well as

the exclusion restriction that encountering a link affects choice

by altering the consumer’s expectations, and not providing

utility of its own.

Linking effects. Links do not have a direct effect on utility but,

instead, affect browsing through consumers’ information sets

and expectations. Accordingly, there are several parameters

that govern the effect of linking on site traffic. These para-

meters are defined at the daily and step level (observed links,

n, and their average signals, �s), the individual level (horizontal

match preferences, v), the site level (site horizontal locations, z,

and average link frequencies, o), and globally (variation in

horizontal location, t�1
n , and informativeness of links, ts). The

within-session effect due to exposure to a link is prototypically

reflected in the data when, after seeing the link, a group of

consumers with relatively similar horizontal preferences visits

the linked site, and a different group—with preferences dissim-

ilar to those of the first group—do not visit the linked site.

Sites may link to each other for many reasons. However,

even if linking is strategic, estimates of the model primitives

are statistically consistent. First, consider the choice to visit a

potentially linking site L. In this or any other news setting, the

consumer does not see site L’s links on day d until after visiting

site L.13 Thus, even though the consumer knows how often L

links to R on average, L’s daily outbound links are a priori

unknown in the current session and thus exogenous to the

choice to visit L.14

Next, consider the choice to visit site R after encountering a

link to it at site L. Sites obviously do not link to each other at

random each day. In particular, site L might choose to link (or

not link) to site R on day d for reasons that we do not observe in

the data. For example, say that site L only links to R on days

when R’s content is a better match with L’s audience’s prefer-

ences. Due to selection, the unobserved horizontal match sig-

naled by the link from L to R, s~LRd, would be correlated with

the existence or nonexistence of the link, ‘~LRd ¼ 1 or ‘~LRd ¼ 0.

If we were to assume independence between the two, we would

get inconsistent estimates of link effects. Accordingly, we need

to account for this potential correlation in the estimation pro-

cedure. More specifically, when integrating over the unob-

served match values and link signals, nRd and s~LRd, we

should account for selected exposure to these unobservables

given (1) the existence of the link on day d, ‘~LRd, and (2) the

sequence of choices determining which consumers observe

them, aitd (Anand and Shachar 2011). Thus, we follow the

standard approach for Bayesian models with correlated unob-

servables by integrating over the posterior distribution of the

data-augmented daily match values and link signals, as the

posterior distribution of these data-augmented unobservables

accounts for both sources of selection.

Estimation

We use the IJC method to sample from the data-augmented

posterior distribution of the model parameters. This method

is based on the random walk Metropolis–Hastings (MH) algo-

rithm, but augmented with a method for approximating the

forward-looking component of the choice-specific value func-

tion (Equation 21). The computational gains from IJC are sub-

stantial, but may still produce sample chains with high

autocorrelation. We alleviate some of this autocorrelation by

using Girolami and Calderhead’s (2011) MMALA procedure

to construct high-quality MH proposal distributions. These pro-

posal distributions have two important features. First, they are

centered over points lying in the direction of higher density

regions of the parameter space (relative to the current para-

meter vector). Second, the covariance of the proposal distribu-

tion approximates the local curvature of the target distribution.

13 This is somewhat analogous to how the decision to run ads during the Super

Bowl is made prior to the start of the football season (Hartmann and Klapper

2017), thus reducing the possibility of selective exposure to advertising.
14 Even if a consumer could obtain partial information about L’s links prior to a

visit, the potential for bias is minimal because other consumers would typically

not have access to the same information.
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These features greatly improve the rate of convergence and

reduce autocorrelation. Figure 3 illustrates this improved effi-

ciency. The figure plots the first 1,000 draws from the full

model estimated with random walk and MMALA proposal

distributions. The MMALA chain reaches the maximum log

density attained by the random walk chain with less than a third

as many iterations. The benefits of MMALA proposal distribu-

tions are not limited to models estimated using IJC. When we

estimate the myopic model using MMALA, lag-1, -5, and -50

autocorrelations are 19%, 36%, and 56% lower, respectively,

compared with random walk, and effective sample sizes are 13

times higher.

Constructing the MMALA proposal distribution requires the

first, second, and third partial derivatives of the target log-

density function with respect to the parameters. For single-

agent dynamic discrete choice models, these derivatives are

not available in closed form. Thus, we obtain their values

through automatic differentiation (AD).15 The MH proposal

distributions we construct are based on derivatives of the model

posterior distribution while ignoring the IJC approximation to

the forward-looking component of the value function. Perform-

ing AD on the IJC approximation reduces the numerical stabi-

lity of the derivative calculations and increases the

computational expense. Estimation code is written in

MATLAB and Cþþ using the CppAD library for automatic

differentiation (Bell 2007) and is tested using the method of

posterior quantiles (Cook, Gelman, and Rubin 2006). The Web

Appendix provides additional details about the sampling

algorithm.

Results

We first compare the alternative specifications. We then pres-

ent and discuss parameter estimates from the full model.

Model Fit

We compare model specifications using two measures of fit.

First is the median absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the

posterior predictive distribution of the total visits to each site

across all consumers and days in the sample, which provides a

broad measure of fit with the sample data. Second is the

expected deviance, which provides a measure of predictive

accuracy (Gelman et al. 2004). Table 6 shows the full specifi-

cation performs best for both measures, and the differences in

fit are substantial. Because models with more parameters may

have lower expected deviance due to overfitting, Table 6 also

presents the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria. These

penalize expected deviance by 2p and lnðOÞp, respectively,

(for p equal to the number of unrestricted parameters, and O

equal to the number of observations).

The model comparisons suggest not only that links provide

useful information that enables consumers to find better match-

ing content but also that consumers anticipate these benefits

and use them in the way suggested by the full model. First,

accounting for exposure to links to other sites in the model

helps rationalize consumers’ choices within the current session.

Second, accounting for the anticipated value of links to other

sites helps to rationalize consumers’ choices across all sessions.

Table 7 reports the MAPE of total traffic across all consu-

mers and days in the sample for each site. All specifications fit

total traffic at Perez Hilton and Egotastic! better than at the

other three sites. The full model performs relatively worse at

Perez Hilton in terms of prediction error (perhaps because

Perez Hilton does not provide or receive as many outbound

and inbound links as the other four sites). In terms of overall

fit, the full model has the lowest prediction error, and we pres-

ent results from this specification next.
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Figure 3. Illustration of IJC’s faster rate of convergence with MMALA proposal distributions.
Notes: Compares the first 1,000 draws, during which step size parameters are being tuned to the same target acceptance rates. The maximum log density for the
first 1,000 draws with random walk proposals is exceeded with less than a third the number of draws with MMALA proposals.

15 Automatic differentiation is a procedure for automatically augmenting

computer code so that evaluating an arbitrary function fðxÞ also yields its

derivatives f
0 ðxÞ, f

00 ðxÞ, and so on. The augmented program accomplishes

differentiation by algorithmically applying the chain rule corresponding with

the primitive operations (addition, multiplication, etc.) comprising the original

function (Griewank, Juedes, and Utke 1996; Su and Judd 2012).
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Parameter Estimates

Horizontal match utility. Recall that average horizontal match

utility is factored into a site-specific location, zj, and

consumer-specific preference, vi. Posterior means and stan-

dard deviations for sites’ average match locations (zj) are

shown in Table 8, and posterior densities are depicted along

the x-axis in Figure 4. Drawing on an informal sampling of

site content, our post hoc, qualitative interpretation is that

sites are horizontally differentiated depending on whether

they emphasize content that is more or less sexual (e.g., pic-

torials of attractive female entertainers and models). Two

sites have negative values of zj, Egotastic! (�2.72) and

Dlisted (�.89); the other three sites are positive: The Super-

ficial (.45), Celebuzz (.95) and Perez Hilton (2.20). This

ordering is consistent with what we see as a relatively greater

amount of salacious content at Egotastic!, Dlisted, and The

Superficial. Although Celebuzz and Perez Hilton also publish

sexually oriented content, they do so less frequently and fea-

ture attractive male celebrities more than the other three sites.

Moreover, reporting at Celebuzz and Perez Hilton aligns more

closely with traditional tabloid celebrity gossip compared

with the other three sites.

Consumers’ horizontal match preferences (vi) are highly

heterogeneous, as shown in column 1 of Table 9. This hetero-

geneity is partly explained by two demographic variables. The

most important of these is gender. The match preference coef-

ficient for gender is positive, with a 95% Bayesian credible

interval (CI) that excludes zero. This implies a higher prefer-

ence among men (on average) for sites with zj < 0 (i.e., the

more salacious content of Egotastic! and Dlisted) and higher

preference among women for sites with zj > 0 (i.e., the more

gossipy content of Celebuzz and Perez Hilton). The other

demographic match preference coefficient with a 95% CI

excluding zero is African American: these consumers receive

higher match utility at Egotastic! and Dlisted, although we note

that this estimate reflects the preferences of just five panelists.

In total, demographic variables account for 12.7% of the het-

erogeneity in horizontal match preferences.

Link informativeness. Horizontal match utility from each site

varies each day, and links signal these deviations to consumers.

The informativeness of links, relative to daily variation in hor-

izontal match, is reflected in the parameter ts in Equation 7.

The marginal posterior distribution of ts has a 95% CI of (.01,

.22) with a mean of .06. The inverse root of this parameter,

t�1=2
s , is the ratio of the standard deviations of signals and daily

match deviations. Its posterior mean is 5.2 with a 95% CI of

(2.1, 10.3). Figure 5 illustrates the informativeness of links by

showing the reduction in uncertainty about a site’s match utility

after observing increasingly more links. The first link reduces

uncertainty about match utility by approximately 6%, and the

second link by another 4%.

Overall, we find compelling evidence that links provide

informative signals about content at other sites, inasmuch as

Table 6. Model Fit Statistics.

Model
Parameter
Restrictions

MAPE of Site
Visits

Expected
Deviance

Unrestricted
Parameters Observations AIC BIC

Full — 22.8 51,205.7 38 19,130 51,271.7 51,580.3
Myopic d ¼ 0 26.2 51,277.8 37 19,130 51,351.8 51,642.5
No signals d ¼ 0, ts ¼ 0 32.4 51,329.4 36 19,130 51,401.4 51,684.3

Notes: MAPE ¼ the median absolute percentage error of posterior predicted browsing at each of the five sites; AIC ¼ Akaike information criterion; BIC ¼
Bayesian information criterion.

Table 7. MAPE of Posterior Predictive Distribution of Total Site Visits.

Model Parameter Restrictions Celebuzz Dlisted Egotastic! Perez Hilton The Superficial

Full — 24.5 26.1 2.3 5.2 36.8
Myopic d ¼ 0 26.4 31.8 2.6 4.1 35.2
No signals d ¼ 0, ts ¼ 0 35.5 35.0 9.5 2.3 36.1

Table 8. Horizontal (z) and Vertical (a) Quality Parameter Estimates by Site.

Parameter Celebuzz Dlisted Egotastic! Perez Hilton The Superficial

zj .95 �.89 �2.72 2.20 .45
(.04) (.07) (.06) (.02) (.07)

aj .030 .222 .010 .082 .014
(.003) (.007) (.002) (.003) (.002)

Notes: Estimates are posterior means with standard deviations in parentheses.
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after seeing a link, consumers are less uncertain about match

utility at the linked site. The counterfactual simulations further

demonstrate that the information provided by links can have a

meaningful impact on browsing.

Vertical utility from news volume. Sites are differentiated accord-

ing to the volume of news published on average. Posterior

means and standard deviations for sites’ vertical qualities (aj)

are also shown in Table 8, and posterior densities are depicted

along the y-axis in Figure 4. Dlisted is estimated to provide the

highest average level of vertical utility, Egotastic! and The

Superficial the lowest. These estimates reflect consumers’

browsing habits as well as differences in the average number

of words published each day.

Consumers are heterogeneous in their preference for this

vertical component of utility, li, as column 2 of Table 9 shows.

Demographic variables explain 16% of this heterogeneity, with

female consumers and those aged 25–55 years receiving the

greatest amount of this vertical component of utility.

Opportunity costs of browsing. The opportunity cost of browsing,

gi, also varies by gender. Column 3 of Table 9 shows that

female consumers have higher costs than male consumers.

Together, demographic variables explain 6% of the variation

in loggi. As we expected, consumers with the highest oppor-

tunity costs tended to visit the fewest number of sites. Further-

more, they were more likely to choose Egotastic! and Perez

Hilton (both sources of high match utility) at the start of their

sessions. The estimate for gw indicates browsing costs are

approximately 7.2% (SD ¼ .02%) higher on weekends.

Because the opportunity cost of browsing is measured relative

to the value of the outside option, this result is consistent with

an outside option that is more valuable on weekends (Ahn,

Duan, and Mela 2015).

Discount rate. The parameter d determines the rate at which

future browsing is discounted. This parameter is estimated in

the full model, and has a posterior mean (median) of .256 (.253)

and a 95% CI of (.001, .645). Although the posterior distribu-

tion includes values very close to zero, model fit is significantly
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Figure 4. Joint posterior distribution of sites’ average vertical quality (aj) and horizontal match location (zj).
Notes: White points indicate locations of posterior means.

Table 9. Consumer Heterogeneity Parameter Estimates.

Horizontal
Match

Location
(v)

Vertical
Quality

Preference
( logl)

Opportunity
Cost of

Browsing
( logg)

Observed Factors
Female .92* .79* .21*

(.18) (.26) (.10)
Age <25 years .03 �.56* .03

(.19) (.25) (.10)
Age >55 years .08 �1.03* �.25

(.32) (.50) (.17)
Income .37 .41 .17

(.24) (.37) (.14)
Children .10 .02 �.13

(.24) (.34) (.12)
Household size .09 �.21 .08

(.24) (.33) (.12)
African American �1.38* .86 .09

(.36) (.52) (.20)
Intercept (Z) .00 �1.94* 1.29*

— (.36) (.14)
Unobserved Factors

Prior variance (z2) 1.00 1.30 .51
— (.10) (.04)

Posterior variance 2.21 1.34 .22
Total Heterogeneity

Posterior variance 2.55 1.66 .24
Explained by

observed factors
12.7% 16.0% 6.0%

*For observed heterogeneity parameters, indicates that the estimates with
95% CIs exclude zero.

Notes: Estimates are posterior means with standard deviations in parentheses.
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improved when this parameter is estimated (rather than set

to zero).

The discount rate is high when compared to those estimated

from purchase data. In models of consumer purchases, utilities

are measured relative to money costs, which permits a mone-

tary interpretation of the discount rate. Here, utilities are mea-

sured relative to the value of an outside option that corresponds

with “not browsing.” This lack of a dollar metric limits our

ability to interpret the magnitude of the discount rate. However,

the fact that this parameter takes on a nonzero value suggests

that the value of future browsing has an impact on the choice of

which site to visit.

Average Linking Frequency and Site Differentiation

Next, we comment briefly on how the frequency of links

between competing sites affects how sites are differentiated

in the eyes of consumers. Sites are differentiated by their aver-

age horizontal match locations, zj, average news volumes, aj,

and linking frequencies, o~jk. Figure 6 depicts these character-

istics spatially. Sites are indicated as points according to their

horizontal match location along the x-axis and vertical quality

along the y-axis. Link frequencies are overlaid as arcs of vary-

ing widths.

Figure 6 shows that sites tend to link to competitors with

similar values of zj (i.e., their closest neighbors along the

x-axis).16 Because links provide signals about daily match

locations, sites that frequently link to their closest competitors

provide value by informing their audiences about sites with

similar levels of match utility. If instead, links tended to point

to sites with very different match locations—if Egotastic! were

to link to Perez Hilton, for example—then consumers would

find links to be less useful, because the links would be telling

consumers about sites they are highly unlikely to visit anyway.

As we demonstrate next through counterfactual simulation, a

meaningful portion of some sites’ value to consumers stems

from their tendency to link to other sites.

Counterfactual Analysis

How much do the within-session, across-session, and com-

bined effects of linking affect consumer demand for online

news? In this section, we use estimates from the structural

model to answer that question in the empirical context we

study—consumption of celebrity news in Q4 of 2009. We use

estimates from the structural model because they enable us to

compare browsing not only in the presence or absence of links

(as in the preliminary analysis) but also in the presence or

absence of consumers’ expectations about links. This structural

approach makes it possible to consider policies not reflected in

the data, such as outright or de facto bans on linking to news

sites (similar to ones previously enacted within the EU). We

first describe the approach and then discuss the main insights.

Procedure

We measure the impact of linking in terms of the amount of

browsing, the flow of traffic between sites, and total traffic at

each site, by comparing demand simulated under two scenar-

ios. In the baseline scenario, we simulate demand using all

links that are observed in the data (see Table 3 and Figure 6).

In the counterfactual scenario, we remove these links and

update consumers’ expectations about linking frequencies. In

other words, we set all of the ‘~jkd
s and o~jks to zero before

simulating demand. This counterfactual scenario assumes there

has been an external intervention prohibiting linking (e.g., an

extreme version of a “link tax”), and that sites continue to

produce the same type of content as before. Banning links

might also induce sites to change their typical content, but

because we do not model these decisions, we cannot consider

such an outcome. These results should therefore be interpreted

as conditional effects in light of the existing content strategies.

We simulate the full 92-day sequence of browsing S times

for every consumer under the baseline and counterfactual sce-

narios. Each of the S simulations corresponds with a sample
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Figure 5. Links reduce uncertainty about match utility.
Notes: Match uncertainty remaining (y-axis) is the ratio of the posterior and prior variance of match utility after observing n ¼ 0;…; 4 links (x-axis),

var ðmjn ¼ 0;…; 4Þ= var ðmjn ¼ 0Þ, estimated as the posterior mean of ðtsnþ 1Þ�1.

16 In the Web Appendix, we show that the estimates of zj and aj are similar

when estimating models with and without the link data.
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from the data-augmented posterior distribution of the model

parameters. For each simulation, we calculate a quantity of

interest (e.g., the change in a site’s traffic particular site), then

take the average over all S simulations (i.e., we integrate over

the posterior distribution). Because consumers’ expectations

about the links they will encounter depend on the o~jks, we

reestimate the value function for each of the S parameter draws.

This reestimation is computationally expensive, and thus we

set S ¼ 500. To account for simulation error, we calculate

bootstrap confidence intervals for all estimates and focus atten-

tion on measured effects that are reliably different from zero.

To facilitate intuition, we frame the results as changes from the

counterfactual with no linking to the baseline with linking.

Thus, when speaking of a quantity y as the expected percentage

change from links, we mean Ey½ðybaseline � ycounterÞ=ycounter�.
We present the results in two stages. First, we discuss the

total effect of links on consumers and sites at the aggregate

level. Second, we decompose this total effect into two theore-

tically distinct effects of linking on choice: (1) the within-

session effect due to observing a particular link on a given day

(as a result of the ‘~jkd
s) and (2) the across-session effect due to

the anticipation of outbound links (as a result of the o~jks).

Total Effect of Links

Among these sites, links positively affect browsing, as shown

in Table 10. When we compare the baseline with linking to a

counterfactual without, the total number of browsing sessions

increases .11%. For the median consumer, the number of

browsing sessions increases by .59%, the number of sites vis-

ited per session by .14%, and the total number of site visits

increases by .54%. The impact of linking on the median con-

sumer is more positive than the average effect across all con-

sumers. This is because the increases in browsing and site visits

due to linking are greatest among consumers who browse rel-

atively less. Put another way, links provide less of an incentive

to browse for those who would browse anyway, and more of an

incentive for the marginal consumer. Turning to the site-

specific browsing results, Table 10 shows that links also

increase sites’ traffic to varying degrees. The greatest gains

in total visits are found at Dlisted (.18%) and Egotastic!
(.14%), sites that give and receive relatively greater numbers

of links.

The total effects reported in Table 10 reflect both the within-

and across-session effects and are averaged across conditions

in which links affect browsing decisions to different degrees.

At the start of a browsing session, for instance, only forward-

looking consumers’ expectations about links influence choice.

Later in the session, choices are also affected by the actual links

they might encounter. Because sites do not always provide

outbound links, and because consumers do not visit every site,

we interpret the results in Table 10 as the total effect of a

broader policy of allowing links, with the understanding that

some consumers may see few or even none of those links. To

understand how exposure to any particular link affects
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Figure 6. Summary of link frequencies and site heterogeneity.
Notes. Link frequency indicates the empirical distribution of links as observed in the data (o). Sites are located at their posterior means for zj and aj . C¼ Celebuzz;
D ¼ Dlisted; E ¼ Egotastic!; P ¼ Perez Hilton; S ¼ The Superficial.

Table 10. Total Effects of Linking on Consumers and Sites.

Relative Change (%)

Median Consumer All Consumers

Number of browsing
sessions

.59* .11*

Sites visited per browsing
session

.14* �.05

Total sites visited .54* .06
Visits to:

Celebuzz .10
Dlisted .18
Egotastic! .14
Perez Hilton .09
The Superficial .01

*Indicates that the 95% bootstrap CI around the estimate excludes 0.
Notes: Percentage changes are expressed relative to the counterfactual with no
linking.
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consumers’ choices, we decompose the total effect into its

constituent parts.

Decomposition of the Total Effect of Links

The across-session effect due to changes in beliefs about linking
frequencies. Linking has a different effect on decisions at step

t¼ 1 of a session, compared with later steps. At step t¼ 1 (prior

to observing any links), only the across-session effect (due to

o~jk) matters. Choices are affected by forward-looking consu-

mers’ anticipation of links they might encounter but unaffected

by specific realizations of links between sites (none have been

encountered yet). The columns labeled “All Consumers” in

Table 11 show how linking changes aggregate site traffic dif-

ferently at the first step of consumers’ browsing sessions (when

only expectations of links contribute to choice), compared with

later steps (when both expectations and prior exposure to links

matter). The columns labeled “Core Audience” and “Noncore

Audience” provide insight into the heterogeneity of linking

effects, as the statistics in those columns are calculated using

a different subset of consumers for each site. Specifically, con-

sumers are defined to be part of a site’s core audience if they

are among the top 30 most frequent visitors to that site in the

raw data. Otherwise, they are noncore.

The difference between the within-session and across-

session effects for Egotastic! provide a useful illustration.

Egotastic! gains little traffic at step t ¼ 1 (.03% in total) due

to the cross-session effect. This suggests that Egotastic!’s out-

bound links do not make it more attractive. But Egotastic! does

gain substantially more traffic at later steps t > 1 (1.32% in

total) due mostly to the within-session effect. This result shows

how the across-session effect depends on both sites’ horizontal

positions and the other sites to which they link. Specifically,

Egotastic! creates and receives a large number of links, but only

in exchange with Dlisted. Dlisted, in contrast, links to all other

sites. Because a substantial portion of Egotastic!’s audience

frequently visits Dlisted as well (even in the absence of links),

the information value of Egotastic!’s links is lower than Dlis-

ted’s in expectation. Accordingly, when linking is allowed,

Egotastic! actually loses a portion of its audience to Dlisted

at step t ¼ 1 (and Dlisted gains 1.18% in traffic from its non-

core audience). The loss in some of Egotastic!’s traffic to

Dlisted at step t ¼ 1 thus offsets any gains that might have

accrued to Egotastic! from its own outbound links. Accord-

ingly, the increase in traffic at step t ¼ 1 (due to the across-

session effect) is greater for Dlisted (.21%) than for Egotastic!
(.03%). At the same time, the within-session effect for

Egotastic! is substantial. When linking is allowed, the number

of visitors to Egotastic! at later browsing steps is 1:32% higher.

Moreover, among Egotastic!’s noncore audience, the gain in

total traffic is 5.5%.

The within-session effect due to exposure to a link. Although the

increase in traffic at later stages is relatively large for

Egotastic!, this increase is defined as an average over cases

in which some consumers encounter a link and others do not.

We are also interested in comparing consumers’ choices when

they have been exposed to a link against counterfactual choices

in which the link has been removed. The challenge with mak-

ing this comparison is that, as Figure 6 shows, sites often link to

their closest neighbors in terms of match location. Thus, the

propensity to visit a linked site, conditional on having already

visited the linking site, is a priori high.

To deal with this challenge, we introduce the concept of a

“removed link,” meaning a link that a consumer would have

seen, had we not removed that link under the counterfactual of

no linking.17 We compare baseline choices, in which a link was

observed, against counterfactual choices, in which a removed

link would have been observed had the link not been deleted.

Thus, the measured effect is almost entirely due to the exogen-

ous presence or absence of the link itself. These differences in

consumers’ propensities to visit a linked site are somewhat

analogous to click-through rates for (untargeted) internet ads,

in the sense that their measurement is predicated on exposure to

a particular link (or ad).

Table 11. Relative Change in Total Visitors by Step of Browsing Session (%).

Arriving at Step t = 1 Arriving at Steps t > 1

Core Audience Noncore Audience All Consumers Core Audience Noncore Audience All Consumers

Celebuzz .42 .72 .21 .73 .68 .45
Dlisted .13 1.18* .21 �.20 2.76* .42
Egotastic! .07 1.66 .03 1.31* 5.50* 1.32*
Perez Hilton .22* .23 .21* .01 �.47 �.55
The Superficial .89 1.83* .76 �.05 .82 �.14
All sites .11* �.07

*Indicates that the 95% bootstrap CI around the estimate excludes 0.
Notes: Percentage changes are expressed relative to the counterfactual with no linking. Consumers are included in either the core audience or noncore audience
segments based on how many times they visited each site in the raw data. The top 30 consumers comprise the core audience and the remainder the noncore
audience.

17 Specifically, if site L linked to site R on day d, any consumer visiting site L

on day d under the counterfactual with no linking is said to be exposed to a

removed link. That is, these consumers would have seen the link to site R

ð‘~LRd ¼ 1Þ, if not for us removing it under the counterfactual ð‘~LRd ¼ 0Þ.
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Table 12 summarizes the results of this analysis. The third

column of Table 12 compares consumers’ baseline choices

after exposure to links with their counterfactual choices after

“exposure” to removed links. For example, the probability of

visiting Dlisted after exposure to a link is .26% higher than the

visitation probability would be without the link. This result

represents a 3.8% increase in the amount of Dlisted’s traffic

originating from linking sites. The changes in visit probabilities

differ in magnitude among sites’ core and noncore audiences.

Links to Dlisted from other sites have a greater impact on visits

to Dlisted among its noncore audience than among its core

audience. Links to Dlisted thus increase its traffic relatively

more on the extensive margin. By contrast, links to Egotastic!
(all of which come from Dlisted) have a greater impact on visits

to Egotastic! among its core audience than among its noncore

audience. Links to Egotastic! thus increase its traffic relatively

more on the intensive margin.

The difference in how links affect traffic among Dlisted and

Egotastic!’s core and noncore audiences is related to the order

in which these sites are typically visited when linking is

allowed or banned. When linking is allowed, a substantial por-

tion of Egotastic!’s core audience is made up of individuals

who prefer to visit Dlisted first because of its outbound links.

This result thus demonstrates another way in which the across-

session effect moderates the within-session effect—it deter-

mines in part which consumers are (or are not) exposed to links.

The overall frequency-weighted average increase in the

probability of visiting a linked site due to prior exposure to a

link is .14%, a 2.3% increase. A relevant baseline for compar-

ison is paid forms of links, such as display advertising. These

typically have click-through rates less than .05% (Chaffey

2017; Lambrecht and Tucker 2013; Lewis, Rao, and Reiley

2011), and the effect we measure is large by comparison.18

Contribution and Opportunities for
Further Study

Linking between news sites is a distinguishing feature of

internet news, and one with the potential to change the way

individuals stay informed. By providing information to con-

sumers of online news, links make it easier to seek out more

interesting content and to avoid less interesting content. When

consumers value news links, sites that provide them become

more attractive to consumers, even to the point that the link-

ing site might be more popular than the sites it links to (e.g.,

Google News). The potential for a linking site to benefit more

than the sites it links to has been the catalyst for both lawsuits

(both the Associated Press and Agence France-Presse news

services previously sued Google News) and regulatory actions

(legislation in Germany, Spain, and the EU have narrowed the

legal basis for linking to news sites). The reasoning behind

these legal actions is often predicated on a presumption of

harm to the news sites that receive inbound links. Yet, to date,

there has been little academic work seeking to understand the

impact of links on demand for news sites, and what work has

been done has mostly been limited to the context of Google

News.

We offer a new perspective on this issue by studying the

impact of linking among news publishers—that is, sites that

both publish original news and link to other news sites. We

show that it is possible to measure the effects of links on con-

sumers and news sites instead of presuming they are harmful.

In the empirical setting we study, celebrity news, we find that

links change the way experienced consumers browse for news

to the benefit of both consumers and news sites. Compared with

a counterfactual policy in which links are banned, consumers

browse more under the baseline scenario with linking. In the

sample we consider, the median consumer is both more likely

to start browsing and more likely to continue browsing when

linking is allowed. These differences are greatest among con-

sumers who browse for news relatively less, which suggests

that linking plays an important role in increasing news con-

sumption at the extensive margin. Individuals who encounter

links have, on average, a .14% higher probability of visiting the

Table 12. Difference in Choice Probability by Prior Exposure to Link (%).

After Exposure to Actual or Removed Links With No Prior Exposure to Links

Core Audience Noncore Audience All Consumers Core Audience Noncore Audience All Consumers

Celebuzz .27 �.04 .04 �.01 .01 .01
Dlisted .02 .42* .26* �.04 .00 �.02
Egotastic! .27* �.01 .08* �.02 .01* .00
Perez Hilton .72 .25 .47 �.17 �.11* �.14*
The Superficial .26 .21 .27* �.07 �.07 �.03
All sites .14* �.02*

*Indicates that the 95% bootstrap CI around the estimate excludes 0.
Notes: Differences are expressed relative to the counterfactual with no linking. Consumers are included in either the core audience or noncore audience segments
based on how many times they visited each site in the raw data. The top 30 consumers comprise the core audience and the remainder the noncore audience.

18 Table 12 also reports changes in traffic when no links were encountered in

the baseline scenario with linking. These differences in choice probabilities are

entirely due to the across-session effect, but only considering choices at steps t

> 1.
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linked site, a 2.3% increase over the counterfactual without

links. The size of this effect is approximately three times larger

than typically reported increases from display ads.

We also make several methodological contributions. First,

we present a model in which links signal consumers’ daily

horizontal match with the linked site’s news content, thus

allowing the within-session effect of encountering a link to

either increase or decrease the chance of a visit. We show that

even when links signal lower-than-average match, the aggre-

gate effect on the linked site can be positive. Second, we also

develop a novel Bayesian learning model based on bits of news

information that are redundantly distributed across multiple

news sites. We developed this model in the context of studying

internet news consumption, but the approach can be applied to

study the consumption of offline news or, more generally,

sequential choices in other settings where alternatives have

correlated utilities due to redundancy. Third, we demonstrate

the value of combining adaptive MMALA proposal distribu-

tions with IJC’s method for sampling from dynamic discrete

choice models. Compared with the standard IJC method using

random walk proposal distributions, the gains from our

approach are significant: autocorrelations using our approach

are substantially lower, and effective sample sizes are many

times larger.

This study also has limitations that bear on how we inter-

pret the results but that also point in potentially useful

directions for future studies. The first of these is related

to our focus on steady-state demand among experienced

consumers of celebrity news (as opposed to the more tran-

sient behaviors of new consumers). That is, we study

within-session learning about daily variation in content

among experienced consumers who encounter links to sites

they are already familiar with. Owing to the complexity

involved in understanding this within-session learning pro-

cess, this study does not consider the process by which

inexperienced consumers eventually become experienced

over the course of many sessions. Yet understanding this

process of site discovery is important, and links certainly

play a role in how this process unfolds. The total value of

linking depends not only on the value a site’s outbound

links provide for its readers but also on whether the site’s

links inform readers about the availability of new and

potentially superior alternatives. Previous work has consid-

ered how sites may choose their content and links strategi-

cally to attract and sustain interest among both types of

consumers (e.g., Mayzlin and Yoganarasimhan 2012).

Empirically studying how sites balance these two forces will

be a critical step forward in our understanding of how link-

ing affects news consumption in a competitive setting.

The inclusion of both horizontal and vertical dimensions

of utility in our model allows it to flexibly represent how

interactions between consumer preferences and site content

determine consumers’ choices. At the same time, the avail-

able data and the need to model forward-looking consumers

constrain the degree to which these aspects can be further

developed. We use word counts as proxies for the amount of

news facts sites publish each day and model the horizontal

component of utility in a one-dimensional latent space.

These word count and dimensionality choices allow for

model estimation but limit our ability to extrapolate from

the parameter estimates to other empirical settings (e.g.,

making out-of-sample predictions for traffic at other sites).

By applying recent advances in image and text analysis, we

might overcome these limitations and further gain a clearer

understanding of how news sites differentiate from one

another. Such an approach might enable us to measure the

signals embedded in individual links more precisely. Better

measurement of link content would lead to richer models in

which links could influence learning on both the horizontal

and vertical dimensions (e.g., by allowing the absence of a

link to signal lower vertical quality at the not-linked site).

Previous studies have considered links as signals of sites’

short- and long-run vertical qualities (Dellarocas, Katona,

and Rand 2013; Mayzlin and Yoganarasimhan 2012). There

is room for a unifying theory of linking in both the hori-

zontal and vertical dimensions and for further empirical

work in this area.

A final limitation pertains to the generalizability of the

empirical results. The results we obtain apply to the limited

context of celebrity news at a particular point in time and are

predicated on the behavior of more frequent (and knowledge-

able) readers. These results are valid for this setting, but this

setting may not be typical of most news consumption. Our

modeling framework suggests that each news ecosystem might

have a different answer to the question of how linking affects

consumers and news sites. Accumulating more evidence about

how links affect news consumption might lead to generaliza-

tions about the conditions under which linking is beneficial or

harmful. This study is a step in this direction, and one that we

hope stimulates further work on the important topic of news

consumption.

Appendix

Vertical Differentiation from News Volume

Distribution of unseen news bits. Recall from Equations 13 and 14

that the probability of bit b being published at site j on day d is

Prðibjd ¼ 1jaj; pbÞ ¼ 1� ð1� pbÞaj with p b *Uð 0; 1Þ, and

that consumers’ beliefs are consistent with this model of bit

availability. Recall as well that because the consumer does not

know which bits are available each day, they need only predict

the total number of bits at each site.

To derive the Bayesian updating equations, consider first

the case when there is one bit available in the environment

(N ¼ 1), which the consumer has not yet seen (K ¼ 0).

Suppressing the i and d subscripts for clarity, the likelihood

of not having seen bit b at one of the previous t – 1 sites is

ð1� pbÞaa1 � � � ð1� pbÞaat�1 ¼ ð1� pbÞAt , where At � AðhtÞ
is the sum of ajs for the t – 1 sites that were previously

visited, per Equation 16. Combining this likelihood with the
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uniform prior distribution for pb leads to a beta posterior

distribution for pb.

pðpbjAt;Kt ¼ 0;N ¼ 1Þ ¼ ð1� pbÞAtð1

0

ð1� rÞAt dr

¼ ð1� pbÞAtð1þ AtÞ
¼ Betaðpbj1; 1þ AtÞ: ðA1Þ

The step-ahead forecast probability of finding bit b at the next

site j is derived by integrating the probability Prðibj ¼ 1jaj; pbÞ
over the posterior distribution pðpbjAt;Kt ¼ 0;N ¼ 1Þ:

Prðibj ¼ 1jaj;At;Kt ¼ 0;N ¼ 1Þ

¼
ð1

0

½1� ð1� pbÞaj �ð1� pbÞAtð1þ AtÞdpb ¼
aj

1þ At þ aj

:

ðA2Þ

Because unseen bits are exchangeable, the extension to more

than one bit (N > 1) is straightforward: the number of new bits

at site j is the result of N � Kt � 1 Bernoulli draws with success

probabilities aj=ð1þ At þ ajÞ. This leads to the binomial dis-

tribution described in Equation 15.

Relating bits to word counts. Per Equation 15, the state variable

Kid1—the number of bits encountered at the first site j ¼ a1—is

binomial with expected value EðKid1Þ ¼ Naj=ð1þ ajÞ. In the

absence of the daily word counts, wjd, we would sample data-

augmented values of Kid1 from this distribution during estima-

tion. The daily word counts, however, provide a noisy measure

of the total amount of news facts published at each site. Thus,

we sample data-augmented values of Kid1 from a binomial

distribution with expected value EðKid1jwjdÞ ¼ N qðwjdÞ.
The function qðwjdÞ translates daily word counts to the appro-

priate scale and is described next. First, note that we only sample

values of Kid1 from this distribution—values of Kidt for steps t>
1 are sampled from Equation 15. Second, the consumer’s beliefs

are always represented by Equation 15, even at step t ¼ 1.

In choosing a function qðwjdÞ, we face a constraint: the

function qðwjdÞ must map wjd to the interval ð0; 1=2Þ, because

the parameters aj lie within the interval ð0; 1Þ, and thus

aj=ð1þ ajÞ 2 ð0; 1=2Þ. The following half-logit function satis-

fies this restriction:

qðwjdÞ ¼
2

1þ expð�wjdcÞ � 1; c � log3

max wjd


 � : ðA3Þ

Equation A3 is such that if a site publishes zero words on day d,

consumer i would see a quantity of news with expected value 0;

if the site publishes max wjd


 �
words, then consumer i would

see a quantity of news with expected value N/2.
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